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Official Publication Of The
Hang Gliding Federation of
Australia
kysailor appears 12 times per year
as a selVice to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the
subscription is Aus. $50 pa Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95 Airmail.
Cheques should be made payable to
and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations
are all acceptable although the editor
and the HGFA Board reselVe the right
to edit or delete contributions where
necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT
be published. All contributions should
be accompanied by the contributor's
name, address and HGF A number for
verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other
contributions is vested in each of the
authors in respect of their contribution.
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ALL SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm

Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped, self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Ma.xet Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following
month's issue!) for contributions,
market place, etc. Market Place are
free to fmancial members - please
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is applicable for commercial
operators.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are:
Back cover
Full page
Half page
Quarter page

$225
$150
$75
$40

All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and ex1ra work
incur additional costs.
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ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be sent
to:
Hang GUding Federation Of
Australia
Executive Director:
Ian Jannan
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
FxlAH Answer Machine 069 474328
President: Rohan Grant
002311112 H, 002 337638 W,
002333311 Fax
Operations Manager
Craig Worth, Ph/Fx 065592713
Mobile: 018 657419
For information about site ratings,
sites and other local matters, contact
the appropriate state association!
region or club.
Vice-president:
Andrew Humphries, 42 Cunningham
Tee, Dagiish W A 6008, 09 3816053,
093882401 Fx, 018 917537
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box
81, Lyons ACT 2606,062998792 H,
018697820 W
Treasurer: Mark Pike, PO Box 179,
Altona Nth Vic 3025, 052821096 H,
052279348 W, 052279497 Fx
Board Member & Competitions
Committee contact: Paul Mollison,
8 Brown SI, Adamstown NSW 2289,
049570216 H, 049 499199 W, 049
499395 Fx
Board Member: Michael Zupanc,
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld
4301,078142113
Board Member: Robert Woodward,
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA
5035,082977532 H, 08 2325405 W,
08 2240600 Fx
Board Member: David Lamont, PO
Box 6, Proserpine Qld 4800, 079
461157 H, 079 452575 Fx
Board Member & Women's
Committee contact:
Jenny Ganderton, Boganol, Henry
Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871,
068 537220 H, 068 537220 Fx
ParagUding Convenor
Ken Mitchelhill, 14 Wills Ave,
Mount Waverley Vic 3149, 03
8879173 H, 03 2882497 W, 03
4162676 fax
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin
Magennis, PO Box 291 Laurieton
NSW 2443,018181071
PHG Registration: Neville Hoger,
Mackay 079577142 (Forward PHG
Registrations to HGFA Office, Tumut)
PHG PubUc Relations contact:
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042
941031 ph/fx/tarn
Coaching Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager
States & Regions
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave , Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. Jrunes Nathanid (042) 971923
Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Sndling 029384420 W
029799069H

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FAI) through the Australian Sport
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.
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COVER PHOTO
Greg Newnham and passenger over Byron Bay
photo by Joe Scott
CENTRE PHOTO
Gerry Charlebois follows a cloud street to goal at Brown
Brothers winery during the Bogong Cup
photo Gerry Charlebois
CREDITS
Cartoons
Typing & Layout
Printer

Sec. Ian Duncan
029189962
Treas. Glenn Salmon 029180091
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603
Sec. Neil Bolton
062571899 W, 06
2926310 H, 018 633219
Pres. Duncan Kelly
062805605 W,
062814556 H, 018 625091
SSO. Grant Heaney 062941466 H,
015269376
Nth Qld :
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q
4740. Pres. Dave Lamont: 079
461157; SeclTrs: Ron Huxhagen
079552913
HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth 6151
Pres Danny Byrne : 09 3872893 H,

Jules Makk, John Ross
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus, Ballina

093167628 W;
Sec Jim Sherlock: 09 3285754 H, 09
4580710 W
VlcHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran 3181
Pres Rob VanDer Klooster: 052
223019 AH, 052 272523 BH;
Sec Tony Hughes: 052438245 AH,
052641091 BH
TasHGA
14 Dresden St, Sandy Bay 7005. Sec.
James Freeman: 002253952 H
SAHGA
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000
Ph 08 2130660, Fax 082117115
Sec. Steve Hoeffs: 08 452487 H, 08
2595991 W, Fax 082597115 W
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Pr. Anne McRitchie
064576041
Sec. Allan Lehepuu
018484123
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064567171
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Neil Glennon
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609

CLUBS
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres Luke Walker
070514659
015675109
Sec Anton Rath
070537149
Treas. Nadine Condon
070531877
Vice Pres Nev Akers
070512438
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club Inc
Pres. Dave Staver
075435859
Sec. Kate Stevenson
073663524 H
073973377 W
SSO. Ken Hill
075435631
Gladstone HG Club
POBox 478
Gladstone Q 4680

Pres. Colan McGree
079722477
018770912
Sec. Sandra Gemmell
079750232
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Pres. Graerne Hall
074497490 w
Vice-Pres Steve Johnson
074461206
Sec. Pat Roberts
074415206
Treas Peter Roberts
074471121
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc Inc
Pres & SSO Graerne
Etherton
077 733580
Vice-Pres Gary Rogers
077 792645
Sec/Treas Andrea Phillips
077 799299 H
Whitsundays HG Clu b
Pres. Greg Gunning
079598445
Sec & SSO Ron Huxhagen

079552913

New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club Inc
Pres Joe Barton
066803229
Sec & SOS Peter Aitken
066856168
meet 1st Wed 7pm ea
month Bangalow Bowling
Club
Central Coast HG Club
(NSW)
Pres Russell Skillen
018404254
Sec Mark Steele
043321277
Treas Mick Hoipo
043282871
Site Officer Duncan
Brown
043342406
2nd I.u.es Tuggerah Lakes
Mern Club
Central West HG Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927

Christian Flyers
Ian Lobb
StanweU Park
042941656
Cudgegong Valley HG
Club
Sec. Mark Cafe
063791310
SSO. Bruce Barcham
063 7913 10

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966

Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065558091
065545700 W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416

Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213804 W
''PG'' Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wcd Souths
Leagues Club

IIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Mountain Top
Cafe, Mt Keira Ist Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club

r------------------ -- --------------------------------------------------------,,
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328

HGFA Merchandise - Support your sport!

,

Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back $19.95 :
9.00 :
Cap
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
6.95 :
4.95 :
Metal Lapel Badge
2.00 :
Car stickers
2.95 :,
Embroidered badge
••• Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices •••

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts available for bulk purchases.
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome. Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment
with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.

HGFA Schedule of Fees

,

12 months (FULL) Membership
(Nth-NSW) 12 mths FULL Membership
(SA) 12 mthsFULL membership
(W A) 12 mths FULL Membership
PHG Pilots Operational Levy
Additional Family Member (12 months)
Rejoining Administration Fee
Short Term Membership (4 monU1s)
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 1110nU1s)
TriallInstructional Flight (TIF) 10 Days total available through instmctors only
(12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription (NOllfly)
Overseas (sent SAL)
Overseas (Sent Airmail)
F AI Licence
PHG Ops Manual
Comps Manual
Tow Manuals

L ____________
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$125
$115
$135
$130
$20
$50
$25
$45
$45
$15
$50
$65
$95
$5
$15
$10
$5

_________________ _ _______________________________________ _____ _

Northern Beaches HG
Club Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715 H
Sec: Michael Powell
029188187
SSO. Forrest Park
024502674
Stanwell Park Club
PO Box 258
Helensburgh NSW 2508
Pres . Rob Fakes
015237565
Sec. Karen Lederer
042942273
Treas. Ian Lobb
SSO. Mark Mitsos
042949065, 018 864083
meet 7.3Opm 1st Sun
ea month Helensburgh
Workers' Club
Sydney HG Club
Pres Dick Heffer
Treas John Trude
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484
Sydney PG Club
Pres Tim Gearing
02681725
Sec Rob Fakes
015237565
Treas Tony Hudson
025701130
SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
Tamworth/Manilla
HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
Richard Riley
067821073
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272
Upper Blue Mis
HG Club
Pres Glen Thompson
063 531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
047871480

I'ictoria
Eastern IIG ('Iub
Pres. Lanc" Shcppard
059623 570 II

Sec. John Carter
037285203 H
SSO Harry Summons
059646055 H
Meet 3rd Wed York-OnLilydale, Lilydale
North East Victoria
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO John Adams
057544945
Sec John Schilling
057522694
Treas David Romeril
057562216
PG SSO Geoff White
057501244
Club meets 1st Saturday
ea month Bright Shire
Offices 7.30 pm
Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
03 5438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor & Hope
Tav Church St Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres Jeremy Torr
037702775
Sec. Hamish Barker
038884863
1st Wed ea month Retreat Hotel
226 Nicholson St
Abbotsford
Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club
Pres. Trevor Crudin
037478752
Tres . Phillip Campbell
053428569
Sec. Nicole Shalders
053492174
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort

Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
093071816
V ice Pres . Rob Stevenson
093647872
Sec. Mike Field
094097903
Treas . Michael Derry
093415271
Cloud Base Paragliding
Club Inc
Pres Evan Williams
094585454
Sec Mike Annear
094585454
Meet 1st Mon, JB
O'Reilley 's. West Leederville
Bastion Sky Bums
Wyndham WA
Sec. Steve Prior
091611269H
091611043 W
091 611279 fax
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres . Jonathan Back
093418328 H
093817094 W
Sec M1rk Thompson
093506750 H
094916949 W
The Great Sandy
Desert H(; Club
PrL'S . Ian Sallie
091 798487 II
Sec Joe Langford
091 798655 H

SKYSAILOR

Stock (~I~I~l'lll'N(~I~
111(. Discounts
Lots of interesting articles this month as reports come in for some
of the competitions, as well as individuals personal bests and other
exploits. Worth reading is the summary reprinted from the British
Skywings magazine regarding recent parachute deployments and
their recommendations. See page 12, part of the Operations Manager's Report.

Uvex Helmets
Flytec Instruments
Icom Radios

The drought may have broken in parts of the country and the weather
unpredictable, but that hasn't stopped Drew Cooper who rounded offlast
month with a 250 km flight from Beechmont to Dalby.
For those of you in Victoria , there is the Avalon Airshow to be
held at the end of the month from 21 to 26th and there will be
something for everyone to see. I believe that an American paraplegic
hang glider pilot will be participating in some type of display . Ian
Jarman has more details.

High Energy Parachutes
~

Chute Repack Service

~

Dream 220 Tandem Glider

AERIAL
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...... . .

A request to those people who fax longer articles and monthly
news through. 1'd really appreciate it if you would make the print a
larger font, say minimum of 12 points. This will ensure a more
accurate scan and therefore less typing and editing time! Not sure?
Then give me a call. Thanks for your help.
The airspace saga continues as you will note in Craig's column.
We'll keep you posted.
Until next month, safe circles ...

Marie Jeffery

~ r¥&v-eHt4
1995-96
March 1995
23-24

April 1995
14-17Apr

29,30-1 May
May 1995
16-21

June 1995
9-12
September
23-1 Oct

1995 HGF A Board Plmming meeting (EGM),
Melboume Airport Traveiodge
Ian Jarman
069472888
SAAA Convention & Airshow
Eleanor Crago, SAAA HQ 265 Queens Pde,
Clifton Hill Vic 3068, ph 03 4824716,
fax 03 4823936, or John Liddel\, 03 8982725 AH
Inglewood Flyin, SE Queensland
Marie Jeffery
066 280356
HGFA National Instructor Conference '95
National Sport Aviation Centre, Wangaratta
Aerodrome, Wangaratta Victoria
Social Oyin, Eungella NQld
Rob Saliba 079 584509

EtUlgella '95.
Rob Saliba 079584509
November 1995
2-7
Flyright Challenge, Rutlh.:rford Airfield, NSW
National weightshift aircraft competition .
Contact Chris or Johann!.! 018490622
January 1996
26-10 Feb
5tll Women 's World Chrunpiollships, Bright

March 1995
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SUN-BLOCK-IT !
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eun!!! UV raye. Water baeed
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26.00

4- litre pack

$ 90.00

Poet/Pack $16.00
AI60 available fnom seente throughout Auetralla.

ULTRAUGHT FLYING
MACHINE5
PO BOX 182. NORTH BALWYN. 3104

(03) 431-2131, (03) 744-1306
24HR FAX (03) 431-1869
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Dear Pilots and Friends
I would like to thank you all for your hospitality shown to me during my stay in SE
Queensland and during my trip south from
Queensland to Victoria.
I have enjoyed these 8 months and hope to
be back.
If anyone of you come to Adelaide, please
let me knOw. There is always floor space and
some excellent flying , coastal or inland.
Safe landings
Birgit Svens, 082728686

Dear Marie,
Just received the February ' 95 Skysailor
and have read from cover to cover as usuaL
Great job with regard to articles, especially
"The After Flight Check" by Mark Sullivan.
This particular article should be read by all
members. I am confident that most of our experienced pilots could confmn that at some
stage in their flying career a similar situation
has occurred. If not, then possibly the "Post
Flight Check" was not carried out correctly, or
they have never, ever "arrived/crashed" at a
landing zone!
My major gripe is with the CAA looking at
implementing major changes to our airspace,
without supporting the Sport Aviation fraternity representative submissions, as it appears!
To justify my comment, I have a CAA
Delegate's (name withheld) business card in

Michael Wells landing at Flinders, Victoria
my hand as I write this letter. As I flip over the
card, on the reverse side it is written;
QUOTE: A prime aim of the Civil Aviation
Authority is to ensure that the fmite amount of
money available for safety is spent in the most
effective way. To this end the authority has the
following corporate aim:
"The CM will ensure thatAustralian regulations are not nwre restrictive or result in
extra cost to the industry and travelling public
than regulations accepted in other leading
aviation countries, unless there is evidence supported by objective professional judgement
and, where it is available, by quantitative data,
for the difference. " UNQUOTE
It would appear that for all operational air-

MOYES XTRA LITE ADVISORY
of irregularity.
We have long admired the design and construction of "Airwave PMAEP Control Bar FitThe Airwave fittings before August ' 94
tings. We felt that it would be a compliment to
have been excellent quality and are not suspect.
the designer if we purchased them from AirPlease check your glider to see if it was
wave and not simply made a copy. This has
produced between 18th August ' 94 and 29th
worked well for 8 years and Airwave has been
December '94 to determine if it contains the
pleased to supply. The PMAEP fittings are
suspect fittings. Contact your dealer who will
moulded from Polly Carbonate with a percenthave stocks of the replacement parts.
age of fibreglass added to increase resistance to cracking.
Airwave Part
Replacement Part
A batch that we received in August ' 94
~OO,
has shown less resistance to cracking and
we suspect the manufacturer has made an
error with the mixture.
Airwave has agreed to replace all units
used from this batch. The gliders containing Airwave parts that should be replaced
are:XTL 137 Serial No: 237 - 329
5mm
shoulder
XTL 147 Serial No: 336 - 470
XTL 164 Serial No : 003 - 039
o
o
We commenced using an alternate
supplier when Airwave parts showed signs
Idenlify AIRWAVE part by the small differences shown
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craft to be fitted with transponders and VHF
radios, because of a blanket sty Ie airspace management program below 5000 feet on the eastern seaboard, then my opinion of the CAA is
somewhat obscure!
Could it be that if this style of airspace
management be introduced, then just maybe
more Govenunent jobs become available or
saved! In my opinion, this would not justify
their prime aim as it is quoted. What do you
think?
Furthennore, if we as a membership are to
approach certain target parliamentary members
in our towns and cities, then should we have a
pre-established letter that can be submitted, so
as the story is painted the same throughout
Australia? Thank you for the chance to comment and may we all enjoy safe space.
Chris Brandon, ]2645

Dear Marie,
Just a note to show you that I do read my
copy of Skysailor as soon as it arrives!
A correction to the February issue, please:
Page 19, top half. NAC is an FAI term that
used to be the "National Aero Club" but now
means "National Airsport Control" as you have
shown. However, the NAC for Australia is
ASAC , for all aviation sports, not the HGFA as
indicated. The FA! will not accept applications
for world records that have not been processed
through the NAC. In Australia, all the ASAC
members have accepted, from ASAC , the delegation of the FA! sporting powers to conduct
FAI competitions and administer to FAI world
records.
The correct contacts for attempting an FAI
world record would be through the HGFA and
then on to ASAC and the FAt HGFA members
are welcome to contact me to check on current
records.
Harvey R. Ritchie, Executive Director. A ustralian Sport Aviation ('onfederation ]ncorporated (ASAC) •
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XIVth International Flight Meeting
(Hang gliding) Montegrappa
VIth International Flight Meeting
(Paragliding) Montegrappa
VIHth Trademark Prize (ultralight motors) Euganea
Vasi Trophy (navigation, speed and consumption)
Bassano del Grappa, Vicenza, Italy

Australian Competitions
1995 Lawrence Hargrave Paragliding Challenge
Until 31 st March, entry fee is $5 for Sydney PG and Stanwell Park
HG Club members, $15 for others, which includes complimentary club
membership. You' ll get a map, entry and documentation kit.
For more info or conditions, contact Peter Bowyer, c/o Sydney PG
Club, P.O. Box 225 , Helensburgh, NSW 2508, or ph/fax 042949065

Alpine Fun Flyin and Activity Weekend,
Porepunkah Airfield, Victoria
1-2 April 1995
Fly in for a fun ftlled weekend at the base of the Mt Buffalo National
Park. Powered hang gliders (trikes), ultralights and GA aircraft are all
welcome.
Diverse weekend activities (in the air and on the ground) will include:
powered hang gliding instruction, ultralight flying instruction, paragliding, tandem parachuting, Cessna and helicopter joy flights.
Strip details: position 36 43 S, 14654 E, elevation 950', WAC No.
3470, length 840 m, directions 18-36, surface - unsealed grass with
windsock and slope to the north.
Other activities the area offers include bush walking, mountain bike
riding , 'Li-Io ' down the Ovens river, horse riding, 4 wheel driving or
simply relaxing by the river.
Call us NOW for further details: Bmce and Kay Reid at Coach House
Travel 008 813992 , Donald Walpole 057 535250, Greg Withers ofBright
Powered Hang Gliding 057501555 .

13 to 17 April 1995
For further information contact Flight Club "II Ranch" tel 049
5591198, fax 0495591198.

Canadian National Hang Gliding Championships
Lumby BC Canada
May 14-221995
Meet Director Leo Salvas, Box 416 Lumby BC Canada VOE 2GO Ph
1-604-547-2422, FAX 1-604-547-2420.

International Speed Gliding
Competition (Hang Gliding)
Date: Practice Days: Fri 21st to SUD 23rd July 1995 inclusive
Competition Days: MOD 24th to SUD 30th July 1995 inclusive
Prize giving: Sunday 30th July 1995
Venue: Tor-y-Foel , Talybont-on-Usk, Brecon, Powys, Wales, Great
Britain
For further information: Mr Murray Rose, Airsport Associates, Tyle
L1wyd, L1anfrynach, Brecon, Powys, Wales, Great Britain LD3 8PG.
TeVfax: +44 1874665481.

Come to the World's Captial of
Hang Gliding and Paragliding

Eungella Interclub Flyin
9-12 JUlie 1995
Contact Rob Saliba Eungella Chalet for further details 079 584509

Eungella 1995, North Queensland
23 September - 1 October 1995
National ladder points, cash prizes. Contact Rob Saliba Eungella
Chalet for further details 079584509

Flyright Challenge
2-7 November 1995
A national weightshift aircraft competition to be held at Rutherford
Airfield, NSW. Contact Chris or 10hanne 0 18 490622 for further details.

Overseas Competitions
1995 Tahiti Open Hang Gliding Championship
25-28 May alld 3-5 JUlie 1995
Accollunodation and meals can be provided at a reasonable cost.
Contact Serge Mainonte, BP 41 0 I Papeete Tahiti , fax: 689 58 21 68.

Ager 1995 World Hang Gliding Championship
1-15 July 1995

Golden XC Classic, Canada
July 23-291995
Contact Ron Bennett 339 Hawkhill PI. NW Calgary AB T3G 31 IT, Fax
403-221-6953

March 1995

*
*
*
*

Kossen, Austria
Alpine gliding from staging at 1100
metres
Learn to hang glide or paraglide
We can provide airfares from $1 ,960
Accommodation and introduction to local
pilots who share their experience

We can organise for you to take your own
eqUipment or hire it in Kossen. We can also
advise the best time to fly.

Contact us for further information

i

"B
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Telephone (059) 756333
83 Main Street, Mornington Vic 3931
Fax (059) 759270
7

Canadian National Paragliding Championships

HANG GUDING
1~1 'ft-IE J.\tPs
June '95
Hohdays 0 Plymg 0 Sightseemg
Spend some weeks during your winter time
in the European summer
(Minimum of 5 and a maximum of 8 pilots per group)

Planned flying sites:
Ruhpolding (Germany); Kossen, Zillertal, Emberger
Aim and Sillian (Austria); Pfalzen, Bassano and Como
(Italy); Fiesch (Switzerland); St. Hillairie, Sf. Andre and
Monaco (France); and Ager (Spain) if the weather is
really bad in the Alps.

The normal heights from launch to landmg area '3.000 feet
Requirements:
Flying gear with really warm clotheS/shoes
(some altitudes 13,000 feet high)
Australian licence and insurance
Radios

Price:
Including:

OM 4,800 (- AUS $4,000) for 4 weeks
Pick up at Munich airport
Accommodation (normally 2 or 3
bedroom in local farmhouses)
All day guide (Konny Konrad)
Transfer to the sites
Transfer to the mountains including lift
tickets
Transfer back to Munich airport
Not including: Flight to Munich
Flying gear
Food

For more information, contact:
In Australia: Rob Hibberd
(Airborne Windsports)
Phone: 049499199
Fax: 049 499395

August 5-7 1995
Contact Vrncene Muller Box 2 Site 13 RR#2 Cochrane AB Canada TOL
OWO,1-403-932-6760

Altai Cup, Siberia
18-27 June 1995
For more information please contact: Vladimir Mitin, President of
the Altai HG Association, 69 Lenin Prospekt, POB 67,656015 Bamaul,
Russia. Phone: (3852) 22-1487; Fax: (3852) 26-0897; 24-7560; Telex:
233128 PIB SU, or in Australia contact John Elliott 065 689060 W,
695498 H before 8.30 pm or fax 065 689024 for comp rules and
accommodation details.

Paragliding World Cup 1995
Calendar
Feltre
24-30 April '95
Para e Delta Club Feltre, Piazza Vittorio
Emanuele 1,32032 Feltre (BL),ltaly. Tel
& fax ++3943981770
Zillertal
24-28 May '95
Gleitschirmclub Zillertal, Doffplatz 3a,
A-6280 ZELL 1M ZlLLERTAL, Austria. Tel: ++43 5282 2281 , Fax:
++43 5282 2281-80
Piedrahita
15-21 July '95
Steve Ham, Centro de Vuelo, Travesia Duque de Alba 2,
05500 PIEDRAIDTA, Avila, Spain. TellFa"\(: ++3420362215 , Mobile: ++34 06 6210 13
Gstaad
25-30 July '95
Victor Steimle, OC Paragliding World Cup ' 95 in Gstaad-Saanenland,
c/o Gleitschirmclub Wassemgrat, Postfach 346 , CH-3780 GSTAAD,
Switzerland. Tel: ++413046265, Fax: ++413049336
Avoriaz
14-20 August '95
Open International de Parapente, c/o CRM, 13 rue de la Bruyere, F-92120
MONTROUGE, France. Tel: ++3346560606, Fax: ++33 46560508
St Andre
4-10 September '95
Franyois Gerin Jean, Aerogliss, 04170 ST ANDRE-LES-ALPES,
France, Tel: ++33 92891130, Fax: ++33 92890236

,

\\1

PRE-PWC 1995 CALENDAR
Mexico
4-14 May '95
Miguel Gutierrez, Las Alas del Hombre, Apdo Postal 228, VALLE DE
BRAVO 52100, Mexico . TellFax: ++5272622176
Granada
7- 10June '95
Club de Parapente Draco , Hotel La Bella Maria, Ctra. Sierra Nevada Km
8, 18190 PINOS GENlL , Granada, Spain . Tel: ++34 58 488560 , Fax:
++3458488726
Linzhou
14-20 September '95
Mr Wu Yingcheng, Aero Sports Federation of China , 9 Tiantan Neidongli , BElTING 100061 , China. Tel: ++86 I 7027804no 11177 ext.
2325, Fax: ++86 I 7027804n025289 •

In Germany: Konny Konrad
Phone: 0011498032/8588
Fax: 001549 8031131484
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Operations Manager's
Report
The last monthfor me has been spent
away from home. [took some annual
leave to run the Hay Flatlands (some
holiday 1) and then assisted with the
running of the Womens Pre-World
Competition in Mt Beauty as pan of
my duties as Ops Manager. The
cracking season we anticipated certainly didn't eventuate. The weather
was good up until the stan of the
Flatlands, though theflying that was
available at Hay was pretty good (so
[ was told). Although Hay did not
fully live up to expectations, [Jeel we
cannot ignore the potential oj the
area. We had Jorty tow lanes operating and only used half the paddock! One 170 kilometre task saw
over seventy pilots in goal.
In Hay, as is often the case in competition,
several accidents occlUTed. One pilot was very
lucky. He was circling at about six hundred feet
AGL and flew into a tow line. The glider tucked
and broke, spuming UltO the ground. TIle pilot
got his ' chute out but it snagged on the spinning
glider. I saw him hit the ground and thought he
woul~ have to be fatally injured, though amazingly he walked away with minor bruising.
Many pilots seem to abandon logic and caution
when it comes to competition. Some incidents
at Hay certaully seemed irrational (such as tumUlg downwuld after a low weak Iulk break,
hOpUlg to save a carry ~U1d to get back Ul the line
quickly, or circlulg low across adjoining tow
strips hoping to get up before beulg collected
by a tow rope).
On the other hand, I must congratulate the
women pilots. Their competition was accident
free and they certainly showed that their skills
are equal to (if not better than) the men.

AIRSPACE UPDATE
Following up on my report Ul last month 's
SJ... ysailor, the latest developments Ul the airspace restructuring canle at a meetulg in Canberra on February 9. In recent years aviation
bodies have united to fonn the Australiml Aviation Industry Association (AA1A). TIlis body
represents all facets of the "industry" mId private airspace users. The AAIA represents the
military, airlule operators, airIule pilot unions,
light aircraft operators and all sport aviation
bodies. Representatives from these bodies mId
a number of CAA representatives wen: at the
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'I ask that clubs and individual
members continue to lobby local
members of parliament, the aviation minister, Mr Laurie Brereton
and the opposition aviation
spokesman, Mr Warwick Parer.
Letters should protest against the .
CAA proposal and call for adoption ofthe AAIA recommendations
unamended. '

What we end up with remains to be seen. I
would expect that it is likely that it will be
somewhere in between the CAA and AAIA
proposals.
The HGFA will be submitting an official
response to the CAA proposal, basically supporting the AAIA stance. I ask that clubs and
individual members continue to lobby local
members of parliament, the aviation ministerMr Laurie Brereton and the opposition aviation
spokesman, Mr Warwick Parer. Letters should
protest against the CAA proposal and call for
adoption of the AAIA recommendations unamended.

FRASER ISLAND
I have been requested by the Queensland
Recreation Areas Management Board to notify
our members of the following requirements for
operating on Fraser Island:
Prior to take-off or landing on Fraser, trike
pilots must obtain approval from the Manager
of the Fraser Island Recreation Area (or another
officer as delegated) by calling (071) 23 7100.
Operations will be permitted under the following conditions:
o
All operations must be in accordance with
CAO 95.32;
Pilots must be a fmancial member ofHGFA
and hold the appropriate pilot certificate
(proof of which will need to be provided);
and
o
Aircraft must be registered and display the
registration markings as required (proof of
registration must also be provided).
I notice that hang gliders are specifically
excluded from operating on Fraser, I suspect
because of fears of erosion to the coastal dunes.
I have asked the Management Board that towing hang gliders from the beach be permitted to
allow glider pilots to also enjoy the Recreation
Area. I will keep you posted on developments
in this regard.

February meeting.
The CAA proposal was presented and met
with strong criticism, primarily for being
overly expensive and unjustifiably restrictive.
Once having presented their proposal, the CAA
representatives left the meeting to allow the
AAIA members to further discuss the proposal
mId come up with any recommendations for
change. This discussion resulted in agreement
for a counter proposal which was later put to
the CAA. Never before have all the bodies
represented been unanimous Ul their resolve to
reject a CAA proposal.
Briefly, the AAIA proposal is as follows:
Airspace above FL200 (20 000') should be
"Class C";
All airports with a control tower should be
"Class D"; and
"Class G" should be adopted for all other
ACCIDENTS
airspace, unless a higher classification of
1. I will reproduce the following
airspace can be justified.
paraglidmg accident in the pilot's own words.
Several operational concepts were recomHe was an Intennediate pilot who suffered
mended for "Class G" , includulg the ultroduccrushed lower back vertebra.
tion of "airways", which would be airspace
"/ executed a good reverse launch in a light
corridors with a higher airspace classification.
headwind cycle and infomled the driver to go
These would be designated, where warranted,
"all out". / proceeded to gain height at a slow
along high traffic routes used by IFR aircraft
steady rate behind the car. At approx. 80-100'
(Regular Passenger Transports, etc).
The proposal also r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
asks that ICAO recommendations be followed
for all VFR operations
The helmet comp pilots wear.
(aircraftoperatulg lUlder
Visual Flight Rules; i.e.
The world's lightest full face
most light aircraft, sport
helmet, designed for your comfort
aviators, dc). l1leICAO
recommendations do
and safety.
not require transponder
It's the best money can buy .
carriage, and VHF radio
Available in XS/S/MIL/XL/XXL.
carriage is recommended (not mandaPhone 075 463021
tory).
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AGL the glider tracked to the right very rapidly.
I applied left brake but the glider continued to
track to the right so I applied more left brake.
At this stage the driver had correctly evaluated
that I was close to locking out and had stopped
the car. The driver then dumped the tow pressure on the rope. As a consequence oj the
immediate loss of tow pressure and the glider
being at a high angle ofattack with a large left
brake input, the glider stalled and started to
tum to the left. Since I was so low to the ground
the glider did not have enough time to enter into
a severe spin and I hit the ground heavily on my
bum with no forward velocity. Infact I believe
the glider may have entered into a parachutal
stall. The time between loss of pressure and
impact was only 2 to 3 seconds. I estimate my
impact velocity at approx 5 mls.
I normally fly with a backplate in my harness, but since I had recently sold it, I was trying
out a new harness. Unfortunately this harness
did not have a backplate in it as I did not ask
for one. Big mistake!"
When towing paragliders it must be remembered that the tow forces allow a high
angle of attack. In a lock-out situation the driver
must gradually reduce the tow pressure. The
rate of pressure reduction must be appropriate
to the degree of the lock-out, in a severe lockout it may be necessary to "dump" the pressure,
though generally a gradual reduction is preferable. This enables the angle of attack to be
reduced to prevent the glider from stalling.
2. A novice pilot relates the following
'~

Roger Burrowsflies tandem with his instructor, Dave,from
the South East Hang Gliding School ofAdelaide at Ochre Point, .s:4
accident which resulted in a broken wrist: "1
had been soaring for around forty minutes in
light thermals when I saw another pilot circling
overafarm house about 500 metres infront of
the hill and decided to join him. I found no lift
and decided to land in the usual landing area
which required a downwind, crosswind, upwind approach from my present position. I had
lost altitude quickly and started to prepare to
land by reaching for the coni to unzip the
harness. It had been dislodged from its velcro

pad so I had to look down to retrieve it. This
took some time, during which I lost more height
and driftedfrom my flight path. I was forced to
give up on the zipper and concentrate on setting
up a belly landing. I had drifted close to a dam,
farm machinery, fences and trees. I kept speed
on to maintain control and flared in front of a
tree and afence. I hit the fence andfell through
the control frame, breaking my wrist. "
A number of factors led to this accident: zip

__________________________________________

~1

DANDENONG POWERED HANG GLIDING
Sales and Tuition
Now operating from Tooradin Airport
(15 minutes from Dandenong)
./
./

Close to Melbourne - training available 7 days a week
Full range of trikes available

./

Seven instructors including Examiners. CFts. senior and pilot

./

instructors to arrange your training
Trial instructional flights . training. training manuals. videos and
info packs available

./

Agents for all microlight trikes and equipment

For bookings:
Trevor Stott
015045334
03 799 1416

I
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John Oliver
015303484
035870279

John Goodrich
018336346
035875975
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cord not where expected, distracting the pilot
when beginning approach (unzip harness
early); pilot glanced at altimeter and thought he
had more height to execute approach (rely on
your judgement rather than the altimeter to
gauge height when llear the ground); loss of
concentration during landing approach; and not
letting go of control frame just prior to impact.

BRITISH MICROLIGHT ACCIDENTS
A six monthly accident review from the
British Microlight Association came to some
interesting conclusions. The twenty accidents
reviewed included ultralights and trikes.
The six monthly winter period had included
much bad weather. 33% of the accidents reported involved inexperienced pilots, indicating that the least experienced suffered most
from the layoff. Other than one accident which
involved an inappropriate pre-flight check, all
student accidents were related to poor inputs on
landing.
25% of accidents were related to field surfaces, mostly soft surfaces, one to an extremely
large mole hill. Two related to engine failures
(a record low). One accident related to a pilot
flying in totally inappropriate conditions.
Two accidents followed landings on the
nose wheel first: "lfyou land all aircraft 011 its
nose like a wheel barrow, you usually end up
taking it home in one. "

BRITISH SAFETY NOTICES
Again utilising British experience, the following two reports are reproduced from Skywings, the BHPA magazine:
SAFETY NOTICE, FSC-SN7-11I94
Attention of: All hang glider pilots, particularly Safety Officers, Coaches and
Instructors. (Circulated 12/94 to BHPA Clubs
and Schools.)
Hang gliding harness failure update
(please also refer to Safety Notice FSC-SN66/94 published August Sky wings pS)
A fatal accident occurred in Britain earlier
this year following a mid-air collision and successful parachute deployment. The pilot's
' pod ' - style hamess was ortlle ty pe with only
a single rope joining the top ofthe two shoulder
pads, through a ring attached to Ole rest of the
hamess, to allow movement in night. Tlus rope
failed and Ole pilot fell from his hamess to his
deatll.
l11e BHPA has done a lot of work on ropes
and cords since, and Ole results of tlle research
are avai lable as a full report from tlle olTice.
l11e general conclusion is 01at, whcn brand
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new,S mm diameter' Accessory Cord of Kemmantle Construction' meeting UlAA standards
(or the new CEN European standard) is adequate for the likely loads in harness shoulder
ropes (and is capable of sustaining nearly 8G in
this configuration). It should be noted however
that the opening shock of small pulled-down
apex parachutes can exceed this (\0 - ISG). If
the pilot happened to be in a head down J'Osition
when fue parachute opens ...
Very importantly, we estimate that for ropes
used in this way wear rates may be as much as
10% of strengfu per 25 hours use (this estimate
is based on the testing of ' used' ropes subnlitted
by pilots).
All pilots with harnesses of this type are
therefore advised to inspect ropes carefully and
replace them if there are any signs of wear.
Wear can be indicated by any of: stiffening, a
change in cross section, polishing or a generally
' woolly ' appearance. Ropes should be replaced
in any case (being careful to get properly approved ' Accessory
Cord ' as described
above) every 50 flying hours.
Changing from
5mm to 6mm rope
provides a useful 20 25% increase in effective strength . However, going larger
fuan fuis is likely to
create fixing problems due to the
greater diameter and
not give much
strength improvement since the load is
still being applied by
the narrow (4mm)
ring . Running the
rope through a 6nun
or 8nun steel Maillon
Rapide instead of Ole
ring will provide
somc furtller strengOl
in c rease (but the
amollnt is dilTicult to
lJuantify).
It is very important to make sure 01at
knots are of Ole correet type, and Sl!Cme.
Ropes are only as
strong as the knots securing them . If you

have any doubt whatsoever about your knot
tying knowledge or skill, get help.
A better answer, if the harness manufacturer is still in business, is to get them to change
the design to eliminate the single point of failure inherent in the 'sliding-rope-through-aring' shoulder support. This could be retained
as the primary support but with sewn-in tapes
as a backup, for example.
Please exercise great caution if you are
tempted to make any DIY harness modifications.
Angus Pinkerton, Chairman, FSC, 23rd
November 1994
SAFETY NOTICE
Attention of: All pilots, particularly Safety
Officers, Coaches and Instructors. (Circulated
12/94 toBHPA Clubs and Schools.)
Parachutes
Investigations into the death of the second
pilot involved in the mid-air collision on Sunday 5th June 1994 has now revealed that he also
successfully deployed his pulled-down apex
parachute, at about 2,OOOft agl. Analysis of the
electronic barograph recording of the flight
shows that the pilot impacted the ground at a
speed of approximately II m/sec (roughly
equivalent to a fall of6 metres). Whilst this rate
of descent would be expected to lead to serious
injury, albeit survivable given a favourable
landing position, in this case (as with mallY
hang glider reserve deployments) it would ap-
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pear that the pilot had little control over his
body position and impacted head first.
Reports from experienced parachute professionals presented at BHPA Parachute Seminars have previously suggested that a
maximum rate of descent for any reserve
should be less than 7.5m/sec at maximum all-up
weight (roughly equivalent to a fall of 3m). The
DHV Gl1tesiegei requirements include a maximum descent mte of no more than 6.8 metres
per second (measured with a 106 kg dummy)
which equates to a fall of about 2.5 m.
The pamchute has been examined. It is an
18 gore, pulled-down apex 'Paraclete' reserve.
The chute measures 264 cm in nominal mdius
along a main seam (244cm of fabric from the
peripheml hem to the apex hem plus an additional20 cm of lines to the centre of the crown),
giving a nominal fabric area of 22cm2 (pr2 ) .
Whilst this is not a strictly accurate method of
measuring canopy size, it is a method used by
most reserve manufacturers, and is simple for
pilots to repeat.) It is understood that this canopy type was also used in reserve systems sold
under different names by other companies, and
is of similar construction and dimensions to
those produced by many other manufacturers.
The total suspended weight in the accident
descent is estimated to have been in the order
of 122kg (76kg pilot, lOkg harness and equipment, 36kg glider). (As a broken hang glider
cannot be relied upon to produce much additional dmg, pilots should always include its full
weight into the suspended load calculation.) A
review of several manuals for reserves of similar size and design has revealed that the suspended load in the accident deployment was not
only greater than the maximwri usually recommended for the size 0 f parachute used, but was
also above the maximum for the next bigger
size of pamchute.
The FSC recommends that all pilots carefully check that their all up flying weight (including glider) is less than that recommended
by the manufacturer of their reserve. Those
pilots that do not have manuals for their reserves should contact the manufacturers. In the
meantime the following ' ballpark' figures for
pulled-down apex reserves may help:
Sm aller size: Nominal fabric area (meas2
ured as above): Arowld 23m
Number of gores: Usually 16
Manufacturer's typical recommended max .
suspended weight: I06kg
Medium size: Nominal fabric area
(measured as above): Around 28m 2
Number of gores: 18 (sometimes 16)
Manufacturer's typical recommended max.
suspended weight: 120kg
Larger size: Larger sizes ofPDA reserve
exist but the FSC currently has insutlicient
infonnation to suggest typical figures.
Angus Pinkerton, Chaimwn, FSC, 23td
November 1994
Fly safely,
Craig Worth
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What is the C.I. V.L. ?
liOn 29 March to 2
April 1995, the CIVL
representatives will sit
in a room in Ager,
Spain for 12 hours a
day, changing rules,
adjusting others ... This
will affect every hang
glider and paraglider
pilot in the world.
II

Most pilots do not even know what the
letters stand for and only come across them
when they ask their national association an
awkward question or go into competition. Even
then, acquaintance with the Commission International de Vol Libre only comes through disputing rules and, when asking the organiser
where such-and-such rule comes from, they are
told "It's an FAI rule, we can' t do anything
about it, the CIVL compels us to follow it, we
don' t like it either" . But if you look around at
any event, there are probably several CIVL
representati ves present as jury members, keeping their heads low, hoping you will go away
and not bother them. We would all like to blame
these anonymous beings, but actually the person at fault is YOU.
Hands up all the pilots who know who your
country 's CIVL representative is! Every member country of the FAI has the right to send a
representative to vote on rules on their behalf.
Next question: how did these beings come to
exist? A CIVL representative is selected by
his/her country, voted in by pilots or a democratically elected board. In any case there
should be a close relationship between the representative and his pilots. How many representatives hold meetings with their pilots? How
many come to the CIVL meeting with a mandate from you? This is what should be happening, if the rules are to work for the best interest
of pilots and not bureaucracy or red tape.
TIle CIVL responds to a need in our sport
for a regulatorv body and suceeds in some
areas, such as the excellent world record system
which not only logs flights worldwide but also

provides ready infonnation to any enquirer and,
more importantly, encourages pilots to achieve.
It is not through lack of will butlack of support
that negative issues arise. Why did pilots pay
1100 Swiss francs to compete in the World
Paragliding Championships 1993 in Verbier?
Why was there a cut in the European Hang
Gliding Championships in Laragne when the
pilots", team leade~, organisers and jury did not
want one? Why does the IPPI (International
Pilot Proficiency Identification) card, tlle true
passport for pilots to fly on any site in any
country, not work? You could be the world
champion but, sorry, you cannot fly on our site
if you don 't have the right papers. The card
would work well enough according to the idea
the CIVL proposed and voted on. It is the
implementation in your own association which
lets the idea down. There are just a few of the
CIVL policies that effect you.
These and many other issues could be
solved by you. As pilots you have a strong voice
which gives you power. Official organisations
should work to make life easier and fairer for
all concerned. All you have to do is fmd out
who is your representative (your national association should be able to tell you) and, when the
time comes, vote for somebody suitable to represent your interests and vote on your behalf,
ask for a copy of the CIVL agenda and let your
representative know your opinion in writing.
You could ask your representative to come to
your club to explain the issues and how he/she
is going to vote (this is a good way to keep your
club up to date in the winter months). Follow
up by asking if other countries cast the same
vote and what was the opposing argument.
People will not always agree but sometimes it
is better to try and understand the alternative
view - maybe it is better than yours. However,
most of all, you will at least have some effect
on decisions and more control over the events
which rule you in our sport.
On 29 March to 2 April 1995, the CIVL
representatives will sit in a room in Ager, Spain
for 12 hours a day, changing rules, adjusting
others .. . This will affect every hang glider and
paraglider pilot in the world. The 1997
Paragliding and Hang Gliding World Championships and Female European Championships
will also be chosen at this meeting. If you are a
competition pilot, this decision will be very
important to you. It would be a shame if you
did not even know who your representative
was. It would be a pity if you did not express
your views on matters that will affect us all.
n,illk about it, but Itwst importantly, do
somethillg about it.

Spanish Joe, CIVL Representative
mark .
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What Is ASAC?
By Phil Vabre, ASAC President
The average sport and recreational aviator will probably have read
or heard something about the Australian Sport Aviation Confederation
(ASAC) . yet most will have only a hazy understanding of what the
organisation stands for and what it does. The objective of this, the first
in a series of articles, is to give you, the sport flyer, a clearer picture of
what ASAC is all about.
To start with, let's look at how ASAC came to be and what sort of
organisation it is.
ASAC in its present form grew out of an earlier ASAC - the
Australian Sport Aviation Council. The original ASAC was a committee
of the Royal Federation of Aero Clubs of Australia (RFACA) . and was
established to represent sport aviation interests within that organisation
at a time when the RFACA was the international representative of
Australian sport aviation. Gradually it became apparent to all concerned
that the role of the RFACA was more properly directed toward fostering
and developing the Australian aero club movement, one element of the
overall sport aviation scene, and that a new organisation was required to
take on the role offostering, co-ordinating and representing all sport and
recreational aviation activities.
Thus, on 11 September 1989 the present Australian Sport Aviation
Confederation was fonned. Later on, the RFACA became an ASAC
member. On 1 January 1990 ASAC , with the agreement of the RFACA,
took over the role of Australian member of the Federation Aeronautique
lntemationale (FAl) , the world governing body for air sports and aviation
and space records.

Apart from its major role as FAI representative, some of the other objectives of
ASAC are as follows;
* to increase participation in sport and
recreational aviation activities for all Australians
* to bring together Australian air sports men and women, in national
and international competition
* to obtain and optimise the freedoms available and necessary to
pursue sport and recreational aviation and associated activities
* to prolt:ct the interests of the ASAC members in the use of
Australian airspace
* to promote safety standards and excellence in all sport and recreational aviation
* to coordinate the activities of the ASAC member organisations for
the mutual benefit of all members
Mem~rship of ASAC is only open to organisations. This may be as
either active, associate or honorary member, depending upon the organisation's interests. The current member organisations of ASAC and the
activities in which they engage are;
Antique Aeroplane Association Australia - Restoration and flying of
antique aircraft
Australian Aerobatic Club - Competerive aerobatics (powered aircraft)
Australian Ballooning Federation - Manned, hot-air and gas ballooning

.

ONSHORE PARA GLIDERS
CHALLENGER C
Demanding performance for the arriJitious pilot - low rrinimum sink rate, hifll trim speed,
large speed range with flat polar curve due to a special speed system and easy handling
make the CHALLENGER C an exceptional paraglider for XC and competition flying.
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots,
challenging auss country flifllts and competitions.
COMPACT
Latest development in the new Advanced-intermediate cfass with elegant look. Convincing
appearance and ever simple launching characteristics besides unaitical flig1t behaviours typical PRO DESIGN features. "High performance is no more a privilege forrompetition pilots!"
COMPACT - the symbiosis offun, know-how and brilliant performance.
For the ambitious recreational pilot.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC

A nrmly proofed ronception of Intermediate Class Glider nils wffh enthusiasm! LM:111
balanced and simple characteristics with attractive performance. A special and easy to
handle speed system extends the speed range efficiently and rornes as standard.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC - for nelNCXJmers as well as recreational pilots who search for
stressless pleasure in flight.
Huge range of demonstration, used and superseded canopies at prices starting from $800!

GARRY STEVENSON
10 Cantala Drive, Jan-juc, Vic, 3228, Phone 018351389 BH, AHIFax 052616555
••• A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase •••
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Sky eyles

Pty Ltd

14 Northern Ave, Moorabbin
Airport, Mentone, Vic 3194
Phone: 03 5875975,
Mobile: 018 336346,
Fax: 03 5875976

Quantum from $19,995 + freight
You have tried the rest, now

FLY THE BEST!
Compare the Quantum and you will realise that
it is unequalled in safety, smoothness and
engineering quality.

Standard features:

*
*
*

Best speed range and handling available
In-flight trim standard

3 wheel suspension, including drum
brakes
* castering front wheel, a MUST for safe
landings
* Section S certification - a world standard.
Quantums are sold around the world.
A test flight, information and video are available
throughout Australia due to the large number sold
last year. Contact your nearest Sky Cycles
distributor for further information.

Engine Testers
Worried about 582 failures? This tests the
whole Rotax range.

Prop Balancer
Make your aircraft super smooth

Communica Intercoms
Gold & Beta available (ex-stock)

Trike Training Manuals
Instructors, pilots and students should be
using our approved CM Study Program .
Have you covered the whole CM syllabus?
Includes practice exams, ROA, BAK &
Extended Ops.

Second Hand Trikes
Large assortment available

Video
Information video refundable on Trial
Instructional Flight

Venturer
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2 seat Section Strike
800 sold worldwide
excellent speed range

•

$13,620 + freight

Australian Parachute Federation - Sport parachuting
Australian Sport Rotorcraft Association - Construction and flying of
sport gyroplanes
Australian Ultralight Federation - Construction and flying of ultralight aircraft, powered parachutes and some powered hang gliders
Gliding Federation of Australia - Glider flying including motor
gliders and glider aerobatics
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia - Hang gliding, paragliding
and some powered hang gliding
Model Aeronautical Association ofAustralia - Aero and space modelling
Royal Federation of Aero Clubs of Australia - Powered flying in
"conventional" aircraft and aero club flying
Sport Aircraft Association ofAustralia - Construction of homebuilt
aircraft
All members of ASAC retain their autonomy to act as they see fit.
However, when appropriate and with the approval of its members,ASAC
can and does act as a representative of its members' interests. In 1994,
for ASAC membership purposes, the ASAC member organisations had
a total individual membership of nearly 33,000, so the benefits of ASAC
representation in terms of combined numbers can be clearly seen. I will
discuss this aspect of ASAC's activities more fully in my next article.
All business of the confederation is controlled by a Board which is
made up of one representative from each of the member organisations.
In the case of the AUF, your current Board member is Tim Blatch. Each
year the Board members elect from their number an Executive comprising a President, Vice President and Treasurer. Altemati vely, the President
only may be appointed by unanimous vote from outside the Board. The
function of the Executive is to run the day-to-day activities of the
confederation.
ASAC also has provision for the appointment of an Honorary Governor. This post is presently held by well-known aviator, past FA!
President and recipient of the prestigious Oswald Watt medal, Mr G A
"Peter" Lloyd AO OBE.
ASAC has but one employee and that is Harvey Ritchie who holds
the post of National Executive Director. Harvey is assisted with administrative support by the Australian Parachute Federation, from whom
ASAC also rents office space in its Canberra headquarters. Harvey has
an extensive background in aviation and aviation administration, having
started his career as a pilot with the RAAF in 1962, flown VC I 0 airliners
for East African Airways and spent 14 years with the DCA (as it was
then) in the Air Safety Investigation Branch (predecessor of BASI),
including two years as Editor of the Aviation Safety Digest. From 1987
Harvey was employed as Executive Director shared between the three
sports of parachuting, hang gliding and aerobatics and with the formation
of ASAC in 1989 moved into the ASAC Exec utive Director's role
full time. With over 4000 flying hours in everything from jet airliners to
ultralights and gliders, Harvey brings his extensive professional experience to bear for the benefit of all sport aviators. He has been a great asset
to ASAC and is highly regarded by industry peers.
Each member organisation pays ASAC membership fees based on a
per capita charge at one of three FAI activity-levels. Currently the AUF
pays $1 .50 per member each year. Given the results which ASAC has
achieved in many areas, I believe that this represents extremely good
value for money.
ASAC also receives substantial support, both fmancial and administrative, from the Australian Sports Commission under its Sports Development Program.
In this article, I have attempted to present an outline of the ASAC
organisation; how it came to be, how it's set up and how it operates. In
my next article I will look fur1l1er into what it does and what it has
aclueved so far.
Ulltil thell. safe alld elljoyable flyillg to you 011'
ASAC badges. stickers. etc arT! available throllgh YOllrorgallisatioll S
ulfice. •
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lust Another
Va riometer??
By David Me Loskey
Some aspects of efficient cross country flying in a hang glider can
only come by studying the theory and putting that theory into practice
with effective flying, combined with various instruments which have
been designed or adapted to make the task of cross country flying that
little bit easier. With a best LID) of around 1211 I feel we need all the help
we can get. Areas of this are:
o
Maximising sink rate by constantly searching for a better core within
a thermal using gut feeling , other pilots, birds and a variometer.
o
Good navigation, keeping as close as possible to the straight line to
goal on a tail wind task or staying on the upwind side of a cross wind
task by reading a map, or for the fortunate few using a Global
Positioning System [G.P.S], will help us get there and assist in fmal
glide calculations.
Gliding in the right direction is important, but making the fine
adjustments to the glide speed can often be the difference between
getting to the next thermal or not. Efficient speed-to-fly as it is known
is no longer only restricted to the patient minority who could be
bothered to constantly "chase tlle ring" as is the case with tlle Mac
Cready ring, or the mathematicians amongst us who calculate speedto-fly based on their glider's polar curve (nothing to do with the
temperature at which your glider begins to ice up), next expected rate
of climb, total glider and hook in weight as well as wind strength and
direction.
For a month or so now I have been flying with a vario / altimeter
ca1led the Tangent Flight Computer [TF.C] designed and manufactured
in the u .S. by Chris Arai (who finished second at the last World Championships in the Owens Valley). It has the usual climb mode audio , but
also has a glide mode audio which emits one tone if you are flying too
slow, another if you are flying too fast, and a quiet zone when you are
flying at the right speed . This eliminates the need to look at the vario
while gliding, allowing the pilot to get on with the task of scarming the
flight path ahead for the next tllermal. It has an Auto Switch System
which, depending on your own adjustable setting, will alternate from
glide mode if (in my case) three seconds of lift is encountered or vice
versa if (in my case) fifteen seconds of sink is encountered. Alternately
a one push button will change modes at any time.
The TF.C . uses the full speed-to-fly tlleory constantly calculating the
correct speed-to-fly on pilot fed infonnation as described earlier for tile
mathematicians and the patient minority, the difference now being that
you select the polar for your glider, input your total weight and tlle TF.C .
does the rest.
While this instrument does take a little longer to get familiar Witll
than your standard vario/altimeter, because of tile audio based speed-tofl y, what it offers is well WOrtll tile two or three days' effort.
I was anlazed at the upper and lower speed ranges needed to maintain
correct speed-to-fly. Witllout knowing exactly how much tllis has unproved my flying I cannot help tllulking tllat the relatively small perfonnance gains the manufacturers are makulg each time a new model of hang
glider comes out, are quite possibly less tlml tile gauls made in the correct
speed-to-fly that this instrument has given me!!
TIle vario is equal to or slightly quicker tlUlll my Sjostrom model
VA-FX and is total energy compensated. The airspeed uldicator (air flow
meter) is very accurate and has no movulg parts thereby making it
unaffected by dust as is tile case wi til most otller ones. It may not be the
most attractive ulstrumcnt on the market but as I see it (no pun in!t:ndt:d)
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I rarely have to look at it as its functions are mostly audio.
I am sure Chris will nominate a dealer to represent him here in
Australia in the near future so for those of you requiring more information
stay tuned to Skysailor. I have not attempted to explain all of the functions
of this instrument as it has a multitude of changeable settings for the
serious fiddler, yet works perfectly well straight out of the box for the
pilot who just wants to get out and fly. So for those of you who want more
infonnation there will be a dealer available soon.
Over a beer in Sydney recently Chris was telling me that within six
months the TF.C. will have an FAI. certified Barograph and direct
interface with a G.P.S. What that basically means is wind speed and
direction will be known to exacting details and updated every twenty
seconds so Tomas Superczech had better watch out for us on both
speed-to-fly and final glide calculations. The certified barograph allows
for records to be officially claimed by those interested in that type of
flying. All of this and any future upgrades will be available via software
upgrades at any tUne so whilst the shell remains the same the software
need not. Chris is currently offering an eighteen month software upgrade
program to all purchasers of the TF.C . at no extra cost.
Happy Glidillg! •

Come fly with us
MT. COLE, BEAUFORT,
Victoria
1995 Victorian Open Hang Gliding
Competition-January 7th to 14th
Mt.Cole Challenge
Hang Gliding Trophy
(25km triangle course)
Mt.Cole Challenge
Para Gliding Trophy
(distance event)
Dynamic Flight Hang
Gliding School.
Instructor Rohan
Holtkamp lives &
operates locally.

(Competition for either Hang Gliding
or Para Gliding Challenge may be
conducted at any time during the year)

Beaufort is situated one and a half
hours west of Melbourne on the
Western Highway.
Accommodation available:
Motel, hotels, caravan parks,
camping, bed &' breakfast.
Competition accommodation at
Raglan Recreation Reserve
(with power, hot & cold showers)
Enquiries: Phone (053) 49 2845
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HGFA SPONSORSHIP
PROGRAM
Ian Jarman, Executive Director
In an effort to reduce our reliance on membership fees as the critical source offunding for
the organisation, we have initiated a program to
search out and hopefully secure substantial
sponsorship for the sport as a whole or for its
individual events and teams.
This move into marketing brings with it
both exciting opportunities as well as serious
legal and contractual obligations for our sports.
I, as Executive Director have been tasked
with implementing this program. I am sure
there are some members amongst us with far
more marketing, advertising and PR qualifications and experience than myself. I am therefore seeking assistance from any such members
who feel they can offer skills, expertise and
contacts to assist me in this task,
We are in the early stages but there are two
issues that need to be tackled.
1. Improving our general image and gaining substantial positive promotion and
media attention.
We need someone ( or more than I) who has
strong and broad links in the media, across
print, radio and TV The task here is to ensure
our message gets into the media often and in a
manner favourable to our development and favourable to the image of any potential sponsor.
2. Placing our unique sponsorship opportunities in front ofthe right people, in the
right companies/organisations in the
right form.
We need people who can place our proposals before marketing decision makers in companies or organisations that are looking to
spend money in this area of advertising/marketing. We need to know what these companies are
looking for and then tailoring our sponsorship

proposals to fulfil their needs and to solve their
marketing dilemma.
If you work for or have contacts with a
national or international company that wants an
exciting, high tech and environmentally
friendly image then we need to knOw.
Companies with a view to expanding into
Asia ... we can provide a vehicle for promoting
market awareness in this area,
I look forward to hearing from some of you.
Maybe this opportunity will also help your
business or give your career a boost.

WHO OWNS THE
MARKETABLE ASSETS
OF THE HGFA?
I am aware that from time to time indi vidual
members attempt to negotiate sponsorship arrangements for things such as teams and events.
Tins is extremely conceming for three reasons.
I. Firstly, the unsuccessful sponsorship
bid does not just mean that this individual or
group failed to get sponsorship support. It also
means that the HGFA has probably lost the
chance to even present a far more professional
and attractive package to these potential sponsors.
Whilst individual members have the right
to chase sponsorship for themselves, this is all
they are legally entitled to offer... themselves.
Assets such as national teams, competitions
and other events belong to the organisations
responsible for their management.
National Teams for example are a transient
entity with changing persoJUlel and varying
individual team member sponsorship arrangements. Only one body has the authority to enter
into agreements pertaining to sponsorship of

HEADWIND
FLI~HT

SYSTEI'v1S
g~4--g~~

SAILMAKING
EXPERIENCED REPAIRS TO

HANG GLIDER SAILS
Liz Hird (066) 84 7 969
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the TEAM and that is the HGFA or its designated representative. Team sponsorship arrangements must consider the potential for
conflicting or ambush sponsorship situations.
An awareness ofthe big picture is critical to our
long teon credibility and "on-going" sponsorship opportunities.
2. Secondly, event organisers must consider the potential for non compatible situations. If an HGFA team was sponsored by
Ampol, it would be counter-productive for an
organiser to chase sponsorship for, let's say, the
Shell Flatlands.
My concerns are that we at HGFA will one
day enter a formal contract to sponsor an event
only to discover that some unauthorised agreement has been reached with another company.
The ensuing legal battle and loss of credibility
in the business community would ruin any
chance of future sponsorship as well as cost us
a heap in legal fees.
3. The final point is that most people are
unaware of the great amount of time and sometimes money required to satisfy and service a
sponsorship arrangement. The grumblings of
dissatisfied sponsors are quickly spread, once
again ruining chances for on-going or even new
sponsorships.
Sponsorship is not a philanthropic act...
charities exist for that purpose. Sponsorship is
a marketing-advertising strategy that must retum an identifiable profit or benefit to the company. So if your club, region or team are
thinking of talking sponsorship ... stop and
think. Check that you have the autilOrity, check
if it is compatible, declare your personal interest (ie are you getting a conunission?) before
going allead ... your intentions are no doubt for
the good of the sport but tile results may be the
opposite . •

'etJIAlld I 'OUII It~V"al'
~ Hang/Paragl idi ng Vacations .,
+ lake front accommodations + Home Cooked Meals +
+ Transportation + Guide Service +
+ Waterskiing + Hobi~ Cat Sailing +
James & Mary Swansburg, PO BOil 122 Wan Lake
Briti.h Columbia, Canada VOB 21(0

604 422 3688

or fax 604 422 3551
SKYSAILOR

Corryong Open
December 1994

'.. .pilots heard varios screaming
"UFT" sometimes over a constant
J500fpm or 7mps, as the elevator
above Mt Elliot gave them a very
smooth fast ride to the top ... '

By Ian Ladyman

F

ollowing irrunediateJy after the Vic
open most of us drove to Corryong
on the first morning of the competition.
The competition was organised to aid
the team selection for the Worlds in
Japan during March 1995 . So all of the
interested pilots were there. Stuart Andrews collected our entries and allowed
a couple of late entries which pushed
the number of registered pilots to 34. At
the first briefmg Stuart welcomed us all
to the competition and explained that
we would use the HGF A lalUlch order
rules with an open period prior to an
ordered launch.

ROUND 1, 6112/94:

Bridge [TPl] on the opposite side of the
valley, and goal at Corryong air field. A
large gaggle spent a long time above town.
Ahead of them lay a wet area and the tum
point. Most pilots who arrived at the tum
point were very low and several landed at
it. Ron McKenzie anived and found a long
lasting thermal to take him back to base.
Brian Webb was right behind him and having launched 12 minutes later gave him the
fastest time of 120 minutes and speed of
10 kmph for the 21 km course.

ROUND 4, 11112/94:
Another nice still morning for a glide
test offMt Elliot. Most wanted to sleep in.
I had a good long glide test to plot the polar
curve for the "Pro Design, Contest" glider.
Pam from England had an enjoyable fly
while Ross drove.
Ron was supposed to be at Caroline's
farewell party by 3pm at home
(Deniliquin)! He wasn' t going to stay for
the last round but now that he was leading
the competition, it would be a shame to
leave. The window opened at 3 and Ron
launched immediately. He also didn't have
time to wait to get high so raced out to
Thowgla Hall [TP 1) and back arriving at
the very bottom of Mt Elliot [TP2). He
spent some time here getting back up and
then immediately over the back to goal at
Kanko ben air strip. He arri ved there at 4.10
and jumped into the waiting car and continued his race to the party! He had a great
party.

Up at Mount Elliot Launch the earth
ramp was surrounded by dead thistles
that Stuart and Wayne Potocy-Pacay
had cut down from the launch. Any
failed lalUlches might create a mass of
lines and dry prickly thistles beside
launch. A very good incentive to ensure
a good launch on the renowned tricky
take off. Phillip Taylor was frrst in the
ordered launch and wanted a few pilots
in the air to improve his chances. Some
pilots were able to launch during the
clear launch and were climbing quickly
An experienced pilot launches from a site in SW
to the occasional single cloud directly
Victoria near Co lac. Photo (not related to article) by
above launch . The top third behind
Christian Pereic
Phillip were not prepared to push for the
fear of failing two attempts causing
world record into Corryong airfield.
them to be sent to the back.
Eventually around 1500 hours the line
ROUND 2,9112/94:
started moving quicker. Most pilots heard
A light wind from the south-west and no
'-~-.....-.r-:,:;;;-. varios screaming "LIFT" sometimes over a
local launch site suitable for an entire competiconstant 1500fpm or 7mps, as the elevator
tion field to launch. We could not believe the
above Mt Elliot gave them a very smooth fast
idea of going to Gundowing! The reasOn being
ride to the top, around 9000 fas\. Out on the
that the Pines weather station indicated a good
course past Thowgla Hall [TP I) and into the
PROFESSIONAL PILOT TRAINING
direction mId one or two hours driving is better
SYDNEY BASED. SEVEN DAYS.
valley at the rubbish tip [TP2) there were scatthml not flying . Eventually we fOlUld ourselves
tered paragliders being packed below. TIlOse
at Ule Pines for a quick late round. Goal was
Come fly with us, your training
who timed the thennals in the vaHey were able
won't cost you the earth!
Springhurst 29 km to the North. Airspace reWe spend most of our time above it.
to top up enough to race from them towards the
strictions from Albury made it difficult to cover
goal line at Kangaroo Crossing . Stuart recorded
much of the distance. Phillip Taylor, Rob
times for Ian Ladyman , Fred Gungl , Bernie
Schroettner, Cameron Young and Garry
O' ReiHy, Andrew Kemp, Cameron Young ,
Stevenson went over the back and Glenn DerFor the lowest prices on
Ron McKenzie, Glenn Thompson mId Glen
ouin made Ule best distance of20 km . Everyone
all your TRIKING needs
Derouin from Cmwda. Fastest spt.'ed over the
else bombed which caused the rolUld to be zero
AIRBO RNE & ROTAX SPARE PARTS, RADIO$ , I'ITERCOMS ,
15.9 km course was Ian in 4 I minutes which is
INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES . REPAIRS & MAINTENA"CE
validity.
ml average speed 01'23 kmh .
CALL LUKE CARMODY C. F.1.
ROUND 3, 10112/9.1:
TIle next two days saw strong winds mId
Tomas Suchmlt:k fly a tmldem hang gliding
Launch from Mt Elliot , turn at Colac
02 8745260 ~ 018446 771
ASK ABOUT OUR FREE INTRODUCTORY FLIG HTS

KYWISE '

POWERED HANG GLIDING

Z'e
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Gary Stockton timed his launch at a perfect
time to fly in buoyant air to the tum point and
back scoring the fastest time of 65 minutes for
the 22 km task for an average speed of20 kph.
Also at goal were: Grab, Wally, Richard, Ian,
Brian, Fred, Bernie, Cameron, Rob and Garry
Stevenson. Several good pilots forgot to take
the turn point photo of Mt Elliot on the return
leg. Gary Stevenson realised on his way to goal
and returned for the photo while others at goal
remembered too late.
During the comp the 34 pilots flew a total
of 1268 km during the 4 tasks. There were no
thunderstorms. Stuart and all the pilots appeared to have a great time for very little expense. Stuart suggested that he would like to
organise a regular competition there and since
we have had two very successful comps we
agreed that it is a good idea. This year may be
a bit early for many of us but it could well be a
great place to fly if you can arrange to be there.
Thank you very much Stuart for your organisation and voluntary labour to allow a
cheap entry fee. We all appreciated your prepamtion to clear the site with Wayne and thanks
to the officials at launch and goal that helped.
Ron McKenzie
2663,
Ian Ladyman
2480,
Fred Gungl
2355,
Brian Webb
2329
Bernie O'Reilly
2243
2154
Cameron Young
2007
Gary Stocton
Richard Moffat
1928
Wally Taws
1923
Garry Stevenson
866
Andrew Kemp
1843
Grah Maljan
1839
Glenn Thompson
762
Rob Schroetter
1665
Christine Danger
1518
Glenn Derouin
490
1458
Heinz Bobner
1393
Miko Laakio
1366
Enda Murphy
1296
Gerry Gerus
Phillip Taylor
1281
1256
Peter Champion
David Mills
1227
Gunther Bis1in
1213
1201
Petri Pussinen
Suzy Gneist
153
961
Ramon Trelor
Rick Wilson
951
Rachael Bain
823
And the following missed the last 2 rounds:
Craig Collings 500, Fabian Schreiner 60, Ken
Mitchelliill 450, Elga Starkis 332, Mark Elston 294

The team selection produced Fred Gungl ,
Brian Webb, Bernie O'Rielly, Cameron YOllllg
and Ron McKenzie as our representatives for
the Worlds. I believe we have a strong team and
wish them the best. Our avemge pamglider
pilots' abilities have improved noticeably, producing a greater number of very good pilots.
This competition, as most competitions, has
helped all Australian paraglider pilots by allowing us to learn from everyone else. We all will
take more knowledge home with us to then pass
on to others that we fly with.
Thanks to everyone. •
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The 1995 Paraglldin
Ladder
~
~.
By Ian Ladyman
1993 season:
The 1993 Australian Open at Mount Cole
which had 3 rollllds is now reduced to 100
points. The 1993 Forbes flatlands (6 rounds) is
also 100 points.
1994 season:
The 1993 Victorian Open (3 rounds) has reduced to 100 points. The 1994 Mount Cole
Classic (2 rounds) drops otT due to its low
validity. The 1994 Australian Open at Corryong (6 rounds) is reduced to 300 points. The
1994 Forbes Flatlands (5 rounds) is now 200
points.
1995 season:
TIle fIrst ladder comp for the season was the
1994 Victorian Open (3 rowlds) valued at 200
points . Ken Mitchilhill was meet director.
Hamish Barker gave us the best description of
the scoring formulas we have ever heard, and
he made it simple to understand. It should have
been recorded. With so many tum points flown
arolllld, the fIlms from this comp were hot
property. One competitor bought two new cameras and had problems with them both. He
survived the scrutiny with partly exposed mm.
Another competitor had a m.m that was completely overexposed as if it had been pulled
from the cassette. He did not have a back up
camera but fortunately for the pilot, the jury
awarded the turn points. We all bombed out on
rQund 2 and the scoring system gave us 63
points, so we were then deducted 63 points to
make ilie round not valid. Task setting was very
good and pilots achieved better flights for the
area than we ever have at competitions held
here previously. There were 3 valid rounds
providing full ladder points for a state comp of
200. Fred displayed his knowledge of the area
by wimung the competition.
The second comp was the 1994 Corr'yong
Paragliding Cup with 3 valid rounds each
scoring 1000 points. Stuart Andrews was meet
director. Every task except one that wasn ' t valid
awarded time points to successful pilots at goal.
Ron McKenzie was there every day and won
the competition. This comp eams 200 ladder
points.
Team selection was then carried out using
the new selection rules based on pilots ladder
position . The ladder used for the calculations
was a provisional ladder created from the above
competitions.
The 1995 Hay flat wetlands had 4 valid
rounds . Peter Champion was meet director and
did a great job. Task setting was reasonably
good especially considering the difficult changing conditions during tlle day. Eric Poulet an
experienced French hang glider pilot entered
this pamgliding towing competition Witll very

little paragliding experience. Combined with
this he flew a competition type of pamglider.
His paraglider collapsed and he was caught in
tlle lines causing a streamer type of malfunction
from several hundred meters. He was unable to
open rus reserve and crashed very hard. Remarkably his injuries amounted to almost nothing compared to observers' thoughts that he
could not survive it. Two pilots nearby went to
his aid, sacrificing fueir flight for the day. The
decision was made to award fuem the equivalent averaged score from their best previous
round at this competition. This competition also
saw several pilots fly into airspace to measure
the best distance of the round but fuey were
penalised according to their landing positions
witllin the air space. Ladder points are 300.
The 1995 Australian Open at Mruulla organised by Lee Scott and directed by Ted
Jenkins is tile first paragliding competition for
fuis area. We had fue use of a new site at Red
Jack which allowed open window starts for
every round. Task setting was a bit of a learning
experience causing ilie rounds to have fluctuating validities. Some of the French hang gliding
pilots came here also . TIlis time it was BrwlO
Guillen also flying a competition type of glider
wi til little experience. His malflUlction caused
a spiralling lugh centrifugal force type of spin.
.He also did not open his reserve and rut the
ground at high speed. Hi s injuries included
some breaks but still remarkably less than some
would have fuought. This accident caused some
controversy regarding whetller he was suitably
experienced at paragliding for entry to the competition . TIus time fIve pilots went to his aid and
tlley were all awarded bonus points. Ondra
Dupal (known from tl1e 1994 HG flatlands
where all his lines broke oll) flew very well to
win both fue first 2 rounds, but their validity
was only around 300 points each . The third
round was set as a "race" start where everyone
is given the same start time when tl1e window
opens. Conditions were tricky and changeable
causing several top pilots to land witilOut reaching goal. While some other top pilots bombed
out short enough to refly and later reach goal.
Trus caused a 1000 point round fuat drastically
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1995 P a ragliding Ladder
LADDER YEAR:
LADDER POINTS :
93 94 95

COMPETITION:

32
15
4
2
13
6
20
1
3
7
99
25
99
99
99
99
45
99
23
5
99
99
38
99
40
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
11
99
10
19
99
22
99
99
99
21
12
99
99
8
99
37
99
99
43
99
99
99
99
14
44
16
27
99
30
99
99
99

GUNGL
TAWS
O'REILLEY
LADY MAN
WEBB
MCKENZIE
KEMP
YOUNG
SCHROETTNER
STEVENSON
BARKER
FELLAY
TAYLOR
MURPH Y
GERUS
THOMPSON
CHA MPI ON
DANGER
BOBNER
WILSON
HYSTEK
GNEIST
ELSTON
BRADY
WALSH
ROBERTS
BROWN
HAMANN
SCOTT
BAIN
STARKUS
STOCKTON
ROADLEY
BOLTON
HORCHNER
JENKINS
KIRKHAM
ROBERTSON
ALLEN
MILLS
KEANE
HEAD
SPRATT
RYRIE
MITCHELHILL
ARMSTRONG
MOFFAT
THOMPSON
STENSON
FROST
TRELOAR
BENNETT
MCKENRY
WHITE
WEN NESS
ALLEN
BOWYER
GRUPP
ANDREWS
GLOOR
TYMMS
WILLS
TAGGART
GEARING
HARROP
MCLEAN
RAYNER-SHARP

6
8
3
4
9
2
10
1
5
7
14
11
12
99
99
33
24
44
15
13
27
21
39
99
40
99
17
28
99
99
99
58
99
23
29
16
20
18
31
99
35
22
50
50
25
30
47
37
19
99
56
99
99
57
99
99
99
34
32
36
41
43
45
46
47
50
62

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
35
37
38
38
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

FRED
WARWICK
BERNIE
IAN
BRIAN
RON
ANDREW
CAMERON
ROB
GARRY
HAMISH
CHARLY
PHIL
ENDA
GERRY
GLENN
PETER
CHRISTINE
HEINZE
RICK
PHILL
SUZY
MARK
MIKE
GREG
BILL
PHIL
HElKE
LEE
RACHEL
ELGA
GARY
JAY
NEIL
ANDREW
TED
TIM
HAMI SH
JONATHAN
DAVID
SHAUN
PHILLIPA
MICHAEL
JA MES
KEN
TONY
RICHARD
STEVIE
SCOTT
CHR IS
RAMON
SCOTT
JOHN
GEOFF
GODFRY
KEITH
PETER
CHRISTOPH
STUART
HEINZE
DAVID
SIMON
BRIAN
TIM
BRUCE
PETER
JOHN

1136
1098
1077
1070
1063
971
953
919
869
868
801
640
536
401
384
381
381
363
338
337
313
297
296
282
252
245
225
220
213
212
2 11
210
208
202
198
198
194
193
193
182
177
164
160
152
149
148
145
137
128
114
110
103
102
95
88
74
73
56
47
40
36
35
32
31
30
25
14

changed the results to Charly Fellay ' s fortune
and first place for the competition. The weaOler
did not allow any more rounds. With only 3
valid rounds tlti s co mp is WOrUl 3/4 of 400 =
300 points.
Any of tile top five on tlli s year's ladder
could have come first had the weather allowed
more flying at tile Open. fred has flown consistently for two years and shown lli s persistence "not to give up" on several occasions. It is
a well deserved win . The surprise was Wally
Taws who perfonned very we ll this season to
come from eighOl to seco nd place.
lllis year Ole parag liding co mmittee will
di scuss the validity of competitions towards the
ladder Perhaps it may remain the same or may
mirror tile hang gliding ladder mles, or maybe
the world cup niles. If yo u have so me com-
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93
100
093

93
100
F93

94
100
V93

94
300
094

94
200
F94

95
200
V94

95
200
C94

95
300
F95

95
300
095

a

a
a
a

100
57
43
45
92
53
81
70
46
36
48
91
35

279
275
288
231
277
245
255
300
237
261
207

180
129
146
136
117
151
50
3
110
133

200
93
123
144
163
111
127
173
150
93
84
102
47
91
98
74
59
76

177
144
168
186
175
200
138
162
125
140

300
276
221
295
279
259
251

162
274
254
214
169
116
182
184
132
133
187
300
101
207
122
30
68
139

61
93
44

100

a

a

85
59
100
63
76

a
a
a
a
0

a
a
a
37
47

a
a

20

92

a

73
86

a
a
a
a
a
a
(}

a
a
a
56

a
a
0

a
a
a
a

a

47

a
a

a

a
a

25

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

a

42

41

44
85

a

78
44

36
19

a

a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
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ICO M I•
The reOM "GX" ...

Brilliant!
Light-years ahead of all
other UHF radios the
new ICOM GX is a remarkable little radio.
Smaller, lighter & more
features than any other
UHF radio. Why not discover the innovative features for yourself !

a
a

223

a

101

a

109

a
a

* FREE Selcall

122
213
10

installed.
* New ergonomic

a
a

design .

79

a

* Smaller size.
* 25% lighter

101

a
a
a

than the 40G.
* Programmable

130

a
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a
a
a
a

one touch scan.
* 12 mth warranty,

Protective soft cove r case $26
ICOM ulltralite headset $99

114

a
a

ICOM 40G ONL Y .... $499
FreGjuency control on the top.
Dual watch, LCD freGjuency display and more. ON SALE ...
ONLY 5 AVAILABLE! ! BE QUICK

102

a

88
74

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

ICOM IC40 ONL Y.... $450
The original ICOM UHF. Strong,
rugged, a great second radio !

ments please give them to yo ur nearest PG
conunittee representative: Ken, Brian, Charly,
Fred or myself. Thank you to Garry Stevenson
for writing a new ladder calculation program
whi ch automatically downloads the scores
from tile scoring system into our ladder. I now
mn this new program in parall el to my own
program on a spreadsheet and crosscheck the
result s.

UFM UPDATED CA TALOGUE
OUT NOW - ASK FOR YOUR
FREE COpy!!
Order by phonelfax or mail with your
credi't ca rd . Cheque or CO D al Bo OK.
ANSDT NF:XT DAY' DEl.I VF:RY $16
All priceB quot ed tax exempt .

ULTRALIGHT FLYING
MACHINES

We now have a perpetual trophy provided
by HGFA for tile Australian Paragliding Champion and will eventually have miniatures to
keep. Next time you are in Bright ask Fred to
show it to yo u.

PO BOX 182
NORTH BALWYN. 3104

(03) 431 - 2131
(03) 744 - 1305

By lall Ladymall,
Paragliding compelili on commillee represenlalive •

24 HR FAX (03) 431-1869

&.
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ICOM

Count on us!

o

INTRODUCING THE
FIRST HANDHELD CB
WITH BUILT-IN
SELCALL

Duplex operation for
Increased communication
range using repeater

stations.

Innovation keeps ICOM ahead.
At leom our leadership in CB is built on
innovation. And once again, rCOM is first
with the latest, the new rC-40GX.
The smallest handheld UHF CB and

Open Scan/Group Scan
facility with separate
user programmable
memory.

the first with built-in SELCALL.
Now when you want one-toone, uninterrupted
communication, there's
no need to go to the
extra expense of

Simple one touch scan
function: start, stop,
memorise

retrofitting.
The ICAOGX
saver.

allows you to

Feature atter feature, ICOM puts you first.

send or receive
calls from a specific

You can program your ten most frequently-called numbers

individual or group.

for single button speed calling. You also get ca ll-back

Each unit is factory-

acknowledgement and Group Call to as many as 100 stations.

programmed with its own unique

There's up to a full 5W of output power with a Hi/Lo

code and can monitor continuously, in

transmission switch to conserve power and a power save

quiet mode, until a selective call signal is received.

mode on receive. Plus a one touch Channel 5 emergency

You receive the calls that are specifically for you with no

channel, and much more.

disturbing outside chatter. It makes UHF CB
simple and as convenient to use as a handphone.

Discover the innovative features, the clarity and performance
of the new IC AOGX for yourself at your nearest leom dealer soon.

lcom Australia 7 Duke St Windsor Victoria 3181 A.C.N. 006 092 575
Free Call: (008) 338 915 Ph: (03) 529 7582 Fax: (03) 529 8485
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Stubai Cup (Austria)

Use of Fraser Island,
Queensland, by powered
hang gliders and
ultralights
The HGFA has recently received a letter from the Queensland
Recreation
Area s
Management Board regarding ultralights and powered hang gliders
on Fraser Island.
TIle "Board has approved the
use of the Fraser Island Recreation
Area for landing and take-off by
ultralight aircraft and powered
hang gliders (trikes), but specifically excluding non-powered
hang gliders, subject to the aircraft, owners and the pilots meeting the following requirements:
I . Owners or pilots must obtain
approval from the Manager of
the Fraser Island Recreation
Area, the Manager of the
Great Sandy Region (071) 23
7100 or another delegated authorised officer and must
comply with any conditions of
such approval.
2. Ultralight aircraft and their
owners and pilots must comply with Civil Aviation Orders
95.55.
3. Powered hang gliders and
their owners and pilots must
comply with Civil aviation
Orders 95.32.
Under these requirements:
the owners and pilots of the
aircraft are to be current members
of the Australia Ultralight Federation or HaIlg Gliding Federation of
Australia, as appropriate (proof
may be required with application);
the owners and pilots are required to operate by the manual of
procedure s of the federation
which has been approved by the
Civil Aviation Authority ;
pilots must hold a current cerliticate of competency, proof of
which is to be suppl ied WI th application; and
aircraft must be registered under the appropriate org.lUlisations
policy aIld display thi~ regi stration
of the aircraft , prool' ol'which is to
be supplied with applic ati on."

March 1995

For further assistance, please
contact Keith Twyford, Acting
Manager, Recreation Areas Management (Fraser Island), PO Box
101 , Maryborough Qld 4650 .

'95 Hay Flatlands Results
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

Eric Poulet, F I, France
Tomas Suchanek,
Xtralite 147, Czech
Mark Newland, Desire, Aust
Martin Harri ,
Xtralite 147, Switzerland
Jean Marc Dumont,
Xtralite 147, France
Steve Moyes,
Xtralite 147, Aust
Richard Walbec, FI , France
Justin Beplate,
Xtralite 147, Aust
Jean Souviron, F I, France
Mark Gibson, Klassic, USA

Womens
Tove Heaney,
Xtralite 137, Aust
2 Kathleen Rigg, Laminar, UK
3 Kari Castle, Ramair, USA

B Grade
I
2
3

ToveHeaney,
Xtralite 137, Aust
Jamie CaImon, Desire, Aust
Kraig Coomber,
Xtralite 137, Aust

Women 's Pre- Worlds

1995
Kari Castle
USA
2128
2 CorilUla Schwiegerhausen
Ger
1904
3 Isabelle Letellier, France,
France
1729
4 Kathy Rigg
UK
1707
5 FaI1Coise Dieuzeide
1643
France
6 Jenny GaIlderton
Aust
1553
7 Francoise Mocellin
France
1468
8 Diane Ecoeur
Swiss
1417
9 Toni Noud
Aust
1398
10 Eva Menyhart
1329
Cz

The Stubai Cup was held
January 11-14 in the Austrian Tirol. This meet typically opens the
competition season and is more or
less a sink rate and performance
competition for all the new gliders. The results are as follows:
Individual:
I Peter Geg, D, Edel Energy
2 Andre Bucher, A , Blue Angel
3 Stefan Thaler, A, Ailes de K
4 Ewald Tschanhenz, A, Nova
Xenon
5 Christian Tanlffieger, A, Edel
Energy
Team:
Edel, 2 Blue Angel , 3
Pro Design
From the Internet, supplied by
Cameron Young

DHV Tests

For details ring Denis on 066
856287.

News from the DHV winter
test site in Monaco :
The Energy from Edel is the
only new high performance wing
to have passed DHV this year. The
Nova Xenon is also being tested in
Monaco, but according to Nova
designer Hans Papesch "this glider
still needs a lot of
work" . Achieving acceptable levels of security has been the
new Nova 's main
problem. The Xenon
is reported to have a
very high top-end
speed but has been
significantly out-performed in both glide
and sink rate by the
Edel Energy in comparati ve flights.

From the Internet,
supplied by Cameron
Young

Press Release
New Load Cells

operation, and a redesigned load
cell. Aluminium rod is used in
place of the earlier model stainless
steel strip, to give better twist resistance and a sturdier load cell. A
stainless steel swivel is incorporated with the load cell to allow
rope twist to be minimised.
The new cells and swivels are
tested to 500 pounds (230 kg) and
for stability under twisting to 20
inch pounds torque. The new load
cell is compatible with older meters. Also, older tow meters . are
fully upgradeable to Series #4, the
upgrading includes the supply of a
new load cell and the intema1 electronics. The old series load cell can
be retained as a usable spare. The
Series #4 meters have been tested
in School-use situations and at the
Hay Flatlands and reports indicate
that they are a marked improvement on earlier series.

APCO NEWS
XTRA, th e new high perj orn/on ce paraglider
A creative approach and attitude,
and innovative solutions were required to reach the goals set for the

Specialising in all
makes &models
of
hang glider sails

for Electronic
Tow
Meters
Denis Cummings
from North Coast AviOIUCS has recently released a Series #4 DC
Tow Load electronic
tow meter. The Series
#4 has improved internal electronics for
ease of calibration aIld

Coil Andrew
018046865
19 Tatura Ave
North Gosford NSW 2250
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Xtra. Many new ideas were incorporated into the design: I . Airfoil: The front section is
manufactured from non-stretch
extra-light Trilam. This ensures a
precise profile silhouette of the
wing. 2. Ultra-low drag hook-up
points are incorporated into the
sail, constructed from 150 Ib unheated special Spectra line. Total
strength of each hook-up point is
300 Ib, ensuring maintenance free
hook-up points. 3. Optimised
Aspect Ratio. 4. Elliptical planform with incorporated double
stabilos. 5. Use of top quality
materials: double coated PU and
silicone coated paraglider fabfic
and Technora/Superaramid lines,
that are proven supenor materials.
6. V-lines with accelerator system that modifies the airfoil,
adapting it to the speed at whicn
the glider flies, ensuring stability
of the glider at all speeds and improving the gliding angle. 7. The
XTRA, the world record holder
for Straight distance to a declared
goal of 251.9 km. 8. In France
during the first comp in
Courchevel the glider preformed
beautifully, with the first place

woman flying an Xtra 28 and second place man flying an Xtra 30.
The XTRA is available in 3
sizes 25, 28, 30 or 25 sqm, 28 sqm
and 30 sqm. Number of cells 52,
57, 61. Speed range 19 - 52 km/h
minimum sink .
For further information
ring/fax Looping Paragliding
(Apco Australia) on 02 3656194.

(I

,,.

FAI News
During 1995 FAI celebrates its
90th Anniversary. Some of the
events include pUblication of a
special souvenir brochure, participation in "Aero 95", the sporting
and general trade fair at Friedrichshafen, ajointmeeting with ICAO
in Montreal in Jlll1e as well as special celebrations at FAI World and
Continental Championships and at
the General Conference in Sun
City, South Africa.

A Thank You
Gordon Mackenzie from the
Canungra Club, SE Queensland
thanks all pilots who kept a lookout for his stolen glider.

It came to the attention of a
pilot in Mt Isa who recognised the
glider and contacted Gordon .
Many thanks also to the organisers
of the Bogong Cup who checked
gliders with a similar colour
scheme.

Early Aviators
Garth Zabell saw this note in
the Australian Magazine:
"In theyear 1010, monkElmer
became the first recorded English
aviator by leaping/rom the towers
o/St Peter and St Paul church in
Malmesbury stropped to a pair 0/

glider-shaped wings. The monk
broke both legs on landing. "

FAI World Record
FAI has now homologated the
following record:
Pilot: Tomas Suchanek, Country: Czech Republic, Glider:
Moyes Xtralite 137, Category:
General, Site: Garie Beach, Australia, Type of Record: Speed
over an out-and-retum course of
100 km, Perfonnance: 51.48
km/h , Date: 3.3.94, Previous
World Record: 35.90 km/h
(Christophe Ambuhl, 31.7.92) •

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1O.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs
Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S. E. Queensland
24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "B"
Free owner's manual with every parachute
Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Ph/Fax: 07 3934409
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hurries us along. We reluctantly get into the
sweatsuits, ready for another attempt at forming
a gaggle. It's still crossed, but Gany launches,
closely followed by Wade. Both bomb out and
I decide to hold back ... more launches for desperate pilots, more sleddies. This is when I
decide to just take off anyway, thinking bombout and easy drive home. I'm that convinced
that I have little water, no map and my "I'm too
hot to bother" kind of face.
Amazingly, I don't fluff up my launch and
manage to maintain along the ridge, then start
climbing in a narrow and slow thermal ... Ah.
we11, looks like I'm up ... I'll play aroW1d for a
while, then land! Things got better, to the point
where I decided to geta bit more serious, follow
the drift over the back, only to fall out of it at
Everton. I'm setting up to land but I hear some
nice little beeps on the vario and back up I go
to 2000m ASL - nice one Froggy! Wow, I can
see Wang in the distance. No idea where I'm
going but I'm going! Gany comes on the radio:
"Where have you landed, Chris?" Outrage
comes through the air wave: "What do you
mean, landed. I ' m approaching what looks like
Milawa". "Can you see grapevines?" "Well it's
a bit hard to distinguish grass from grapes at
2000m, but it's awfully green and there are
some pretty big winery-looking sheds!"
The lift is smooth, there's a cloud street
sucking nicely, thank you very much, but it's
all looking pretty dark behind me and the

By Chris DOI/ger

It's 10,00 am, 2/1/95 ... the
Bright crew is getting organised
for an onslaught on Buffalo ...
Anything for a change of scenery, anything for a decent flight
in less turbulent conditions to
end the Christmas holiday.

...

Buffalo wasn ' t to be. What may have
looked like a north-easterly in the early moming tumed out to be a south-easterly by midday
and a few XC addicts decided to head for the
Pines. Garry, Wally, Andrew, Wade, Hamish ,
Chris and Rachael were heard muttering the
magic phrase "let's gaggle together and fly to
Deni". Well, we did not quite reach Deniliquin,
but a few personal bests got recorded that day.
The cycles were coming up the face gently
and we all took otT one after tile otller like
lemmings. Notlling close to launch - what little
lift there was seemed to be out in tile middle of
the paddock. Andrew on the Contesl , Wally on
his crispy new Genesis, and Hcuni sh on the
Nevergo , mculaged 10 gel high culd awav and

March 1995

started tracking towards Wangaratta.
Garry flopped
over the back, Chris
and Rach did the reco
job on the bombout
paddock, Wade got up
but decided to direct
the traffic from up
high and guide Gloria
and the van to Garry,
then decided he might
as well get a lift too,
so ccune down!
Round 2: we got
back to launch. The
first gaggle has
reached the MacDonald on the Hume .. .
b@#&$s! ... There are
a few more pilots set
up waiting for the
wind to straighten up.
By now, it 's crossed:
one tag up, one tag
across. The wind is
from the East and iI
does not look good.
Gaz impatiently

::~gkhp'fa~~~;:s
H0 Stel

,Mta.

In the heart of Victoria's
finest alpine c

Come and stay at a hostel operated by a
pilot for pilots.
Comes with local site knowledge, AVFAX
weather information, XC planning advice
and a radio base.
Sky out during the day, then come and
relax and exchange your flying yarns with
pilots from all over the globe.
The hostel is in the centre of town, opposite
the PO. Look for the windsock at the top
end of town.
A night will cost you from $14 per person
(share). Our Frequent Flyer Plan can reduce
the cost even further! Twins and dorms.
Breakfast available from $2.75

Contact Geoff or Maz White
PO Box 67. Top Floor. 4 Ireland St
Bright Vic 3741

Tel: 057 501244, Fax: 057501246
Mob: 018 052793, UHF repeater #8
25

'... the gusts are so strong
that I'm 'thermalling' hori,
zontally ... Looks like I am
being pushed along by the
front.'

clouds are OD-ing. I decide to play it safe and
not let myself get up too close. I set a rule for
myself: at about 2200m, lift or no lift, the
speedbar goes on and I leave the cloud suck. I
figured I could do without getting trashed, frozen and scared for a day!
Drage Airworld appears and I'm on a
glide. .. a plane flies underneath me.. . quick
photo opportunity .. . then bad sink, baaaad sink.
Oh well. I can always land at the airstrip: my
Corryong dream. But a nice 5 mls thermal
appears, complete with eagle. I 'm above the
birdie, trying to match his meandering in the air.
Then we are level with one another, watching
each other. I'mnervous ... nice birdie ... don'tget
your talons out, will you! He is now above and
behind me .. . I'm really getting worried now and
starting my impersonation of an angry territorial vulture. The beast is right on my trailing
edge and I'm now flapping my Rave and
screeching .. . not a pretty sight and the eagle
probably had no evil intentions, but the thought
of my wing getting shredded took away my
decorum! Finally I decide to leave the thermal
and head otT to MacDonald's!
Wade and Rachael have spotted me in the
air and I can see a little red car parked on the
side of the Snow Road - quite reassuring. I've

Noosa
and

Watts Bridge, SE Queensland

CAA Approved
Trike sales, Service & Instruction
Accommodation available
Tuition 7 days

'1306 SuveTj

C~J

Joanne 9vlurar

(074) 491141; 018 708SS1
PO Box 82, Noosavil/e Qld 4566
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Instructor Garry Stevenson demonstrates a perfect
takeojJposition while at a SW Vic site near Co lac.
Photo (not related to article) by Christian Peric
now got a ground crew - beauty! I can hear
Harnish, Wally and Andrew keeping each other
company. They are by now headed for Violet
Town and still high.
The Hwne does its trick and beats the Mac
suck. It's pwnping, I'm otTto G1enrowan. I can
see Benalla and a very big silvery grey lake:
Lake Mokoan. The drift is wanting to take me
across the water. I feel a big chicken attack
corning on as I start the crossing and hit sink.
The positive visualisation technique does not
quite work forme: the only picture that's clearly
etched in my mind is a pretty purple and green
Rave hanging in a dead tree after my Pelican
water landing! I decide to head back to the
shore, crossing more sink and by now at 200 m
only, picking my landing paddock. .. But another low save from the hot ground takes me
back up to 1600m. I go with the drift, butterflies
in the stomach and cross the lake length ways!
A few more photos of this strange sight..
Garry, who by now has had a third frustrating attempt at getting away, calls on the radio
from Everton: "Chris, where are you now?"
"I'm approaching Benalla." "Where are you
heading to?" "I don't know, I haven ' t got a map.
Wade, where are we going?" "Looks like Shepparton, the drift is taking me away from the
Hwne" . More photos, more dark clouds. I have
been in the air for over 2 hours, having the time
of my life! Circling, circling, climbing, looking
for the red car, giving accurate directions to
Wadels: "I'm crossing a road, no, it looks like
a railway line ... there's a creek, and a kink in
the road... there is some funny looking paddocks, oh, I don 't know... just look up and fwd
me!" Poor Wadels explains the intricacies of
driving a Falcon with his head out the window
whilst dodging Kenworth trucks. The pressures
of retrieve driving!
Meanwhile, time is ticking on. It's getting
late. I'm losing height and becoming increasingly aware of my growld speed. I'm tracking

the creek next to the Midland Highway, Wade
is driving at 65-70 km/h and I'm gaining on
him. "Chris, it's howling down here, what are
you like at running backwards?" Oh Gawd,just
what I need. I don' t want to land. I then get a
revision lesson on Pagen's suggestions: in the
evening, you'll fmd buoyant air over trees .. .
Thank you!
By now I'm down to 400m and losing, but
screaming along at a great rate ofknots. Fast is
not the word: the gusts are so strong that I'm
'thermalling' horizontally... Looks like I am
being pushed along by the front. Forget it. .. time
to pick a biiiig landing paddock, clear of fences
and other obstacles! I ' m tracking a dead
straight dirt road, laughing at my speed and
scared at the same time ... OK, that's my paddock: no trees, no bushes, no grass, just dirt ...
Tum back into wind and face the music ... and
we have touch down - perfect! Amazingly, I've
landed in a lull. I unclip from the harness, take
a photo of my canopy - you beautiful wing - and
turn back to take a shot of the sky where I've
come from: massive CuNim towering over in
the distance ... Jesus ... thank god I've come
down. Then the wind comes howling down and
picks the canopy up ... I'm running after it like
a rabbit. Major mess, major spaghetti junction.
All I can do at this stage is grab it, sit on it and
wait for Wade to get me out of there! It takes
ages for him to find the private road I'm on! It's
now starting to rain. Finally he there, the wing
is stutTed unceremoniously in the bag, dirt and
all. I' ll sort it out tomorrow night! Big hug, big
grin, map out. .. How far did I fly? 90 kms in
exactly 3 hours. Wow! IO kms short of my 1995
three figure goa\. It's only the second of January! I landed on a property just past Gowangardie, along the Midland Highway, about 20
kms east of Shepparton. Yippee! Walt till you
see those photos! Only one problem , really,
there wasn' t a film in the camera.

Previous page photo by Barbara Utech. •
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Bega Boys
Botch Up
by ELgar Starkis

Bill and I were contemplating
recently that having probably
the smallest paragliding club in
Australia (possibly the world!),
while not necessarily being a
bad thing, could be improved.
We could open more sites, disseminate better weather information, share more vehicles,
possibly gain new and enthusiastic retrieval drivers and have
club meetings with more than
two opinions.
With this thought in mind, we decided to go
on a membership drive and attempt to induce /
find some additional pusillanimous aviators to
learn the mysterious art of paragliding. We
were most fortunate to be able to obtain the
services of the ace political representative from
our national capital, ShaWl Keane. Shaun was
most enthusiastic about our idea and kindly
consented to host an information night, show
some videos and explain the intricacies of the
H.G .F.A., and the licensing and training requirements.

UpdATE YOUR ElECTRONic TOW METER TO
SERiES

#4 wiTH

A NEW AlUMiNiUM

lOAd CEll ANd SWiVEl ANd iNTERNAl
ElECTRONics.
YOUR old lOAd cEIl CAN bE
STill USEd AS A SpARE.
SENd

$ 7~

WiTJi YOUR METER TO:

DENi~

CUMMiNGS
NORlk COASI AviONics
PO Box 741
BYRON BAY NSW 2481
Ph/fAX 066 8~6287
METER RETURNEd PROMpTLy

by

EXPRESS POST.

Also: "01' I:ACjI~ l:y~,> " Hi(tl-i1 <t1A...... ES
ANd Skybox vAnioM~ t ~ Il'>
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We chose a Monday night
for our event and allowed 3
weeks in which to organise
the relevant publicity. Bill relied on word of mouth. Most
effective!
If you know Bill, you will
realise that his rare gift of expressing copious amounts of
information and opinions interspersed with windy sentences and words which are
able to raise the surrounding
air temperature 3°c, enables
him to easily penetrate inversion layers and generally thermal to greater heights than
most others, (as long as he
keeps talking!). More of that
later. Anyway I had to rely on
Bill Roberts at Tura Beach
more conventional means of
publicity and arranged interviews on the local ABC and
were stuck at ilie bottom of a 20 metre loose
Commercial Radio Stations, and stories in the
gravely trail.
local newspapers - complete with photo of Bill
Mistake number 2. We radioed Bill for
flying with his new pink & white Phocus 29.
assistance. "No worries mate, I'll be there in
Bill is now sporting his "Silkwood Joinery"
about an hour, just gotta fmish iliis window".
insignia emblazoned across the guts of the canBill was once again in his workshop trying to
opy. He is now able to justify flying more
earn an honest living when our distress call put
frequently and he te1\s his wife Lee, "Just going
him in the trusty orange F 100 Ro llercoaster and
out for a few hours to promote the business
on to the rescue.
dear", as he mshes out to justify his new-found
I was never so glad to see Bill arrive comtax deduction.
plete wiili an arsenal oftools such as chainsaws
Well, the big day arrived. The rooms were
ropes, chains and brushhook . He quickl;
booked and Shaun arrived early which enabled
dragged us up and out of ilie minor abyss and
me to show him our first intended public site
we ilien prepared to drive up and out the way
called Wolumla Peak, sOOrn top to bottom and
we carne. Wheels spun, gravel flew in all direccu's regularly forming 8 months of the year
tions, axles sat stubbornly on granite extruwithin its cavernous bowl. Currently a 12 page
sions. Who was it iliat said paragliding was an
submission sits with the NSW Department of
environmentally sensitive sport!
Conservation and Land Management, begging
It was about 4 in the afternoon when we
permission to take off from this monolith. I
used
Shaun's mobile to ring ilie State Emerdrove Shaun to the swnrnit in the new secondgency
Services. That was mistake number 3.
hand Pajero (another paragliding expense!).
Our
information night was at 7.00pm. No
Shaun was dul y impressed with the site 's poworries. The S.E.S., we thought, would quickly
tential and gave it his unofficial blessing. It was
wmch us out and up this stubborn 80 metre
arolUld mid-day that we left the mountain and
incline that refused to be conquered by rubber
we decided to follow a freshly drawn-in track
and brute horsepower. Four S.E.S. people aron the map (courtesy of the forestry mapping
rived decked in beautiful bright orange overalls
expert) down a spur to examine the bomb-outs
and
a winch. A 20 metre hand winch! And ...
below. Steep loose sandy soil parted like silithey
couldn' t get it to work! After 1h an hour
cone marbles as we weaved along the track.
Shaun (a former SES volunteer) and Bill had a
Luckily we thought this is all down hill as we
go and proceeded to fix the winch and we
anticipated our exit to the approaching padstarted the arduous task of dragging the cars up
docks. Wrong l We were to learn lesson number
the slope, inch by inch.
one. Never trust a Forestry mapping expert!
It was clear we weren' t going to make it to
The track was to disappear completely and we
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Isabelle towing at Frogs Hollow airport
near Bega - p. Elgar Starkis
our own infonnation night. We had a laugh at
the irony: The only 3 paraglider pilots in the
Bega Valley were stuck at the bottom of a
"well". Weeks of planning and organisation.
Our guest speaker had travelled 100s of kilometres. Any future credibility of paragliding in
the valley would be shot to pieces.

ofT work for half a day
as the cu's are popping
up over a drought infested Bega Valley. Picture the scene; sunny
day at Mt Bobendura;
Rob dives ofT and into
the giant thermal bowl
and quickly sinks below
take-ofT.
We thought he was
gone; 5 minutes later
Rob's 29 Focus is circling lazily in a weak
winter thermal he ' s
snifTed out; Bill and I
don 't need any invitations as we jump ofT and
into this smooth winter
air. It turns out to be
Bill 's day as he talks his
canopy through the low
inversion to an altitude
of only about 3,500 ft,
but who cares. It's high
enough. This is great;
winter thennalling on
our own doorstep.
Our tllankS go to the
guru for showing us that
you can fl y even if
there's no wind on the
ground . •
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• Sturdy folder style platform.
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• All weather proof.
• Turntable for easy chart rotation.
• Laminated flight plans/ data sheets.
• 3 semi detachable chart/data pockets.
• Indelible pen.
• Unique velcro fastening sysytem.
• Metho wipe.
• Adjustable leg strap.
• Tough carry bag.

eMf'a,AVIATION NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
SPORT
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6.00pm.
No doubt at all, impossible to get back in
time so I reluctantly phoned my wife Lyn and
asked her to explain the situation to the crowd
and apologise on our behalf. To my surprise
Lyn said, "Don' t worry I'll show the videos and
try to explain what paragliding is all about. See
you after the show".
Very nice gesture I thought, but Lyn's only
exposure to our complex activity was occasional parawaiting and having to listen to me
raving about paragliding over the last 18
months.

Josh Green prepares for his first launch from Tallows ramp

9.30pm.
We eventually arrived home after our 12
hour ordeal. Lyn arrived at the same time. "How
did the infonnation night go dear?" I asked
cautiously half expecting tears or an admission
of failure . "Great!" she bubbled enthusiastically. "I showed them the videos and spend the
next hour and a half answering all their questiol).s. It was easy! "
It was with stunned appreciation and gratitude that we negotiated a pay-back deal of
cooking the next week's meals and doing the
washing up as well. Thanks Lyn.
The day was saved and we' re now waiting
for a few enthusiastic prospects to do the training and buy some wings.

POST SCRIPT: August 15th
Nova guru Rob Schroettner arrives for a
whirlwind visit. Bill downs his tools and I sneak
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PROPWASH...
© Copyright Pamang - 1995
"Are you ~ you can accurately judge
your aircraft's flight path?"
Let's take a closer look, shall we ! First
of all , "What Is a flight path? "
A flight path can be understood as the
orientation of an aircraft's axes in relation to the
horizontal and vertical datum or the direction of
motion , observed whilst travelling in space .
The aircraft's flight path is controlled
by the alignment of the aircrafl's longitudinal axis
to the horizontal and directional datum 's.
The horizontal datum being the horizon or skyline and the directional datum being a
singular point on the horizon - line features
across the ground, a specific compass heading,
or the runway centre line etc.
In controlled flight, nothing else controls
the flight path.
All this science sounds very simple
and easy to apply. But, in my travels I have heard
comments of: "I can 't accurately fly straight down
the runway" or "I have difficulty maintaining level
flight" and most commonly, "I just want to get my
landings right" .
The big problem be ing, you basically
know what to do and when to do it, but not really
HOWto do it.
How often have you been able to
maintain a good track, meanwhile you've
climbed 300' feet or so . Or maybe you were
concentrating so much on your circuit height you
didn't realise you were no longer in the circuit
area.
VVith these scenarios and possibly
others, your BRAIN is saturated and not able to
cope with all the things you're supposed to be
doing simultaneously. Forget trying to do anything else like make a radio call , things will only
get worse , possibly even uncontrolled .
Speak with your instructor and make
sure you know how to judge your flightpath accurately.
If unsure at any stage , talk to your
instructor then during the next flight , put your

discussion Into practice.
Remember - the only silly question is
the one you don't ask.
By the way, don't think you have to
master these skills in one flight. Take your time .
Get the vertical under control , then your direction, and then put the two together.
Once you can judge your flight path in
the vertical and azimuth (direction) accurately,
only THEN should you move onto the next dimension of ENERGY Management.
Energy is defined as the capacity for
doing work, or the ability to produce an action or
effect. There are many forms of energy and it is
often stated that energy can never be created or
destroyed . However, it can be converted from
one form to another.
In aviation we use the concept that
TOTAL Energy equals Kinetic Energy + Potential Energy- where kinetic energy equals speed
and potential energy is stored , ie height and fuel
energy.
Kinetic energy is the energy of movement, while potential energy is stored and waiting to be used .
By understanding how you can convert different energies in flight , you will be able
to maximise your performance , as well as be
able to anticipate and think ahead , rather than
just respond .
"Are you ~ you can accurately judge
your aircraft's flight path?"
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For example - from level flight, if we
raise our vertical attitude and enter a climb ,
height energy is now starting to store as we
increase height. But at the same time , we are
losing some speed energy. Fuel stored can now
be converted into thrust, which converts into
speed energy to maintain the climb.
However, the engine has a very limited rate at which it can convert fuel into thrust.
If the climb is too steep, even with full power
selected , the conversion of speed into height is
so great that the aircraft becomes too slow for
controlled flight. To maintain a safe angle of
climb for the available thrust, a pilot must recognise the aircraft's minimum safety climb speed
for the given payload and angle of climb
adopted.
The final balance of the energy exchange is eventually indicated on the airspeed
indicator. But remember, the ASI suffers from lag
and could fail. Make sure you have more than
one way of knowing your energy status.
Climbing is just one example. Have a
think about energy conversions during descents,
turning , accelerating & decelerating in various
flight configurations etc. TEST OUR THEORY!
Don 't just go through the motions of
what and when , if you can 't explain to yourself
how to do a certain manoeuvre , speak with
your Instructor. Also , have a good think about
things at home and prior to the flight. You must
be mentally prepared before every flight RAMBO .
"The flying part of your brain
doesn't miraculously turn itself on when
you're in the air!!"
So now you understand how to control your vertical , azimuth and energy. But there
is one more important dimension. That is TIME
Management.
Before any flight , as pilot in command ,
your fuel situation should always be checked so
as to determine the aircraft's endurance , allowing for a suitable reserve .
The useable fuel capacity of the aircraft then becomes the safe flight time .
Flying sloppy attitudes with fluctuating power settings will consume energy and
shorten your safe flight time. So always fly precisely and be aware offuel and time. So basically
there you have it!

WINGSPORTS
FLIGHT
ACADEMY
On the Great Ocean Road

HANGGLIDING
PARAGLIDING
& POWERED
HANGGLIDING

SERVICES INCLUDE:
$Introductory Courses
$Novice Certificate Courses
$Hanggliding / Paragliding
Conversions
$Tandem Instructional
Flights
$Trike Introductory Flights
$Trike Training to Solo
Level
$Towing Endorsements
$Advanced Cross Country
Courses
$Free Equipment Checks
and Advice
$Equipment Sales, Service
& Demo
Moyes Delta Gliders
Airborne Trikes
Edel Paragliders
Sjostrom Instruments
Icom Radios

The four dimensions Involved In
nying - vertical, azimuth , energy and time giving us the means of judging our flight path .
Don't try and rush them all together,
because you may become confused .
If things start to go wrong, get one
area under control, then integrate the others one
at a time - ask your instructor for assistance
during the flight sequences to reduce your
workload.
VVhen you can comfortably put various flight manoeuvres together, then think about
more complex sequences such as the circuit and
landings.
By the way, Information Skills Processing is not new - the Australian Air Force have
been using this method of instruction for over
three decades with excellent results !
Next month we will take a look at the
interesting concept of Human Factors, so stay
tuned and "Clear Prop" for now.
If you would like a particular topic or
question answered , then please address your
letters to the editor. Propwash will do the rest !
The Propwash ... Pun for the month
is:

"I'm Learning To Fly But I Ain't Got
Wings, Coming Down Is The Hardest Thing!"
Thallks 10 Tom Pelly & The Hearl BfT!akers •

COURSE SCHEDULE:
5 day: 6-10 March
2 day: 25/26 March
5 day: 20-24 March
HG
2 day: 18/19 March
Tow Endorsement: 1/2 April
HG to PG Conversion
25/26 March
Course:
PG

Ask about our Easter
teaching programs!
Hans van Santen &
Fiona Waddington
PO Box 230, Apollo Bay,VIC3233
Tel : 052-376486 or 018-378616
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Working
Trike
Fliers
By Steve Klomp
s a recenfhang gliding convert flying at
Dalwa1linu in W A I often have occasion
to discuss the sport with my work colleagues.
They in turn talk about it at home around the
dinner table or with their friends . So the ripples
of interest spread.
One of my colleagues showed so much
interest in all things hang gliding that his wife
decided to buy him a gift voucher for a ride in
a trike. Sure it's not exactly a hang glider but
the thought was there(!).
Well, not to be outdone I hit upon the idea
of organising a day oftriking for the office staff.
I was sure there would be enough people with
the intestinal fortitude necessary. Failing that it
was possible that enough were experiencing a
mid life crisis to make the day a success anyway!
Fortunately our office is serviced by an
electronic mail system. I set about writing my
first inspiring message:

A

Subject: POWERED HANG GLIDING
Date: Wednesday, 3th of August 1994
1l:32AM
O.K.! You have always wanted to do this!
A powered hang glider is a motor driven
aeroplane with a hang glider wing. I am trying
to organise a dayofthisflying on Sunday, 21st
August. It will be either at York or at Gingin.
Come along with a picnic lunch and make a day
ofit!
A powered hang glider is not like a conventional hang glide r. You sit in it - upright - in front
of the pilot. It's a bit like a small Canadian
canoe with a seat belt. Once in the air you can
take over the control bar ifyou like. If the site
is Gingin there will be 'nonnal' hang gliding to
watch as well. If York is the go, the flights will
be along the river, skimming down to tree top
level.
Let me know as soon as you can. So far I
have six names including Steve Lund!
Well a few days later sales had been a bit
slow. I had to write another mail message- just
to keep the ball rolling:
Subject: AGAIN POWERED HANG
GLIDING
Date: Monday, 8th of August 1994 10: l5AM
Don't forget people - the deadline for your
payment ($50) for the powered hang gliding on
Sunday 21st is this THURSDAY 11th AUGUST!! Ofcourse, ifyou are like John Johnsen,
a man amongst men, and you have already
paid,you 're O.K. Thinkaboutit. What could be

'The take off was great... the view
from up there was wonderful .. .
and the height was not a worry ... '

worse than missing out on such an opportunity
just because you forgot to pay on time?!
And what are the alternatives? Mowing the
lawn? Riding the horse? Riding the lawn- mowing horse? Horsing around with the lawn
mower? Wouldn t it be better to go riding
around the skies in a machine that only uses a
glorified lawn mower engine ofabout one unfit,
old horsepower anyway? Besides it is a very
safe experience.
Perhaps the worst thing that could happen
is the fuel line could disconnect and spray you
with fuel. Then a chance spark could ignite you
and the machine into a screamingfireball. The
pilot would have already bailed out and be
safely parachuting down to land (on someone 's
well kept lawn) . So there you are plummeting
out of the skies while your workmates watch
from below holding up cards with your score
for special effects and scream volume. This is
the time to take control ofyourfear andyell out
something noble like: 'Tell my wife and kids I
love them and J'm sorry for having that affair
with Demi Moore '.
Of course in this day and age it could also

6 th to 26 th August
Come fly the sites you've read about.
The Owens Valley, Yosemite, Lakeview, Elsinore, Torrey Pines,
Kagal Mountain, Slide Mountain and many more.
Steve Ruffels, one of Australia's leading instructors, will be
conducting this tour providing airfare, glider and ground transport
with driver, varied accommodation and highly experienced
XC instruction for the not-so-experienced pilots.

For further information call:

(057) 55 1724 AH or (018) 570168 BH
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... but all returned to the
be something like: 'Tell
ground wearing broad
Sly (Stallone) thanks for
snliles (or were they just
last night and I'm sorry
relieved to make it safely
for leaving nail clippings
back to the ground?).
on his bidet'. Get your
money in NO W! I
Maria was the frrst one
into the air and she came
Finally the deadline
., back stoked .. . phrases like
for payment came and the
"that was wicked" and
staff needed an electronic
"what a buzz" flowed
reminder:
freely.
Subject:
CONGary Davies went
TENfEDCOWS
next... and returned on a
Date: Thursday II th of
August 1994 9:57AM
huge high ... an hour after
touching down he was still
MlvIOOOII said the
in the clouds! (I pity his
cow as the out of control
poor family who had to
powered hang glider bore
withstand his elation for the
down on herfrom behind.
trip back to Perth!)
MRGGHHI I said Trevor
Starcevich as he wrestled
I was one of those deswith the burning aircraft.
perately
trying to sell my
Steve Ruffels and student over Porepunkah airfield, Vic
HEUI I said the pilot as
flight to anyone who would
Photo (unrelated to article) by Chris Monshing of Bright
take it... Steve's description
he realised Trevor
wouldn t give him back
of the contraption as 'a caSubject: SUNDAY'S THE DAY
the controls. GREATI I thought the crowd as
noe with wings" was a little inaccurate ... it was
Date: Friday 19th of August 1994 10: II AM
they watched from three thousand feet below.
more like a quarter of a canoe ... and it went a
Too late for you forever Earthbound blokes
lot higher than I had expected. Anyway, with
MMMOOOO II I I said the bull in the next padofcourse - we can ~fityou inforafly. Still there
many 'words of encouragement' from Steve
dock as he realised the effect the glider would
is time though to come up to York and watch
have on his girlfrielld.
(how many plane crash stories can one guy tell
those with dreams to be realised, personal
in an hour????), I had to take my tum ... and was
Get your nWlley ;" by Iuflc" today! !!
goals to be reached, Blah, Blah, Blah. The day
relieved to discover that it was not as 'death-deA couple of days went by and I was sitting
runs between 9AM and 3PM and there are
fying' as it looked from the ground.
comfortably on a pot of money. Still I wanted
maps around the office as well as a schedule of
The take ofT was great... the view from up
to keep the office gossip ' in the air' so to speak.
who is in the air and at what time. Great
there was wonderful... and the height was not a
A colleague - who will be known only as Ray
weather predictedforSunday too, great picnic
worry ... I think I was happier at 2000 feet than
- obliged by printing a picture ofhimselfto send
environment, great chance to see just how that
I
was when we banked at about 500 feet!!
over the office LAN. This was too good an
extra adrenalin affects each of the individuals
opportmuty to pass up. I decided to blend a
In the fmal analysis .. . it was $50 well spent
involved.
comment on his image with the triking topic .
(even allowing for the relentless Klomp wit...
Good time to leam just how damn imporTo wit:
and not just from Steve ... young David is a
tant the old sphincter muscle actually is in the
Klomp ofT the old block).
Subject: HANG GLIDER ACCIDENT
scheme of things ... Stock up now on film for
Date: Thursday, 18th of August 199410:31AM
Maria Ross is already talking about the
your camera, batteriesforyourvideo, artificial
NEXT
TIME !!! I So start organising Steve!"
I regret to infoml you that due to a terrible
stomach contents, blithen'ng idiot masks, napaccidellt the hang glidillg outing scheduledfor
What
can I say?
pies ... See you on Sunday - assuming you don ~
this Sunday has been callcelled. It happened in
Perhaps
our readers might be inspired to
have to mow your lawn that day....
the skies over Nollamara.
organise
a
day
in the air for a group of their
The day was a great success! I even got a
Unfortunately some misguided soul stole
workmates
too
...
vote of thanks from one of the intrepid fliers:
the powered hang glider from its hangar and
Ed's Note: Steve arranged for Andrew
Subject: POWERED HANG GLIDING
managed to get airbome and climbed somefew
Humphries
of Airsports to conduct the tn'ke
Date: Monday, 22nd of August 1994 8: IIAM
thousand feet. He or she (the remains are inflights
for
his
workmates. They are considering
To Steve Klomp: Well done' A great ideal
conclusive) was unable to control the machine
sampling
hang
gliding nextl •
To those who
and crashed through the roof of a comer delididn't go this time ...
catessen. One can on(v hope that death was
Give it a go ifyou get
mercifully fast.
the chance ... it was
I know for me that I have a whole lIew
all experiellce alld a
attitude to the spor1 - alld illdeed all thillgs
half.
aviation. I jllst don ~ thillk I cOllldflyagaill. The
"Pre-flight: the
investigating officer is a friend of mille alld
dare devils amongst
managed to get me a pictllre of the remains. It
us (Maria, the Klomp
is hard to make alit but it looks a little like the
boys, Chris Davies)
IIpper cranillm -horribly disfigll/'l!d 0/ cOllrse. I
were itching to get
invite you all to take a 100kyollrsel((il S OIIVOIlr
airborne, while Otilmail as an attachmellt file called 'Ray.pic 'J . I
ers were a little a!>can only hope that then you will all see srllse
prehensive .. and a
alld ifallyolle else offers YOll WI avialioll (/{h'{'I/few of us were desture you JUST WON'T DO IT'
perately trying to sell
A day later I foundiust enough time for Olle
U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290
o ur nights to otilers!
last stab at tile olTice ego:

PROFESSIONAL

SAIL REPAIRS
PH/FAX (049) 499 222

Wingtech Pty Ltd
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State, Club and Region News
Queensland

Canungra Hang Gliding Club
A big thank-you from Gordon MacKenzie
to the pilots in Mt Isa who fIrst read Gordon's
stolen advert in Skysailor then recognised his
three month old Xtralite when shown it by the
truck driver who picked it up from the side of
the road outside Canungra (for safekeeping).
Gordon has since been contacted by the driver
and has been promised the safe return of his
glider in exchange for two cartons of beer. He
has yet to be appraised of the constabulary
nature of Gordon's occupation.
Three hundred and fIfty odd millimetres of
rain received in a week during mid-February
made everything a tad soggy but good conditions prior to this bucketing produced some
reasonable flights . In early January Drew Cooper and Gordon MacKenzie (Int) wound it
down at Allora (120 km) and Gary Davie disappeared over Killarney (90 km). Casts of thousands have been flying headwind to
Rathdowney and Boonah while Chris Aniftos
recently racked up his zillionth hundred mile
flight, towing on the Darling Downs.
The Labour day long weekend in May and
the Inglewood fly-in are fast approaching along
with some of the best entertainment available
in our flying calendar. The joy flight and tandem potential from the hundred or more GA,
ultralight and . hang glider pilots who gatller

here provide one weekend in the year when
families do not seem to mind so much, "going
flying ."
Work commitments have forced Hugh
Ragg to resign as secretary of tlle club. I would
like to thank Hugh and Judy Taubner for the
work and time they have given over the last
eighteen months as members of the management committee. Kate Stevenson was elected
as the new secretary at the February meeting.
By this time the club will have received a
valuation on the land which includes our
Beechmont take-off and possible strategies for
its purchase evolved. This fIfty acre block apparently does have council approval for building and in other good news (a different) counc.il
has resumed a considerable area of land adjacent to our current bombout as a catchment area
for stage three of the Hinze Dam. This means
no building, no grazing and no crops but plenty
of permanent free landing area.
On the legal front, during a special nationwide telephone linkup, the HGFA board recently voted tu pay for the defence of safety
officer Mike Zupanc in an action resulting from
a mid-air several years ago . It also opted to pay
for the defence of the club, apparently as long
as the defence of the club does not become
divergent to Mike's defence. Talking to one of
the board members, it seems that this decision
was made under the assumption that the club
was incorporated at the time of the accident. As
incorporation was, as a matter of fact, pending
and as our solicitor has yet to satisfactorily
defme the liabilities of individual members under these circumstances, one wonders whether
given the worst case (ie members are individually liable) the HGFA might not unequivocally
support the club also.

Instructor Tony Dennis & student Chris Jones over
Carnarvon Gorge WA , on the Gascoyne River - p Chris Jones
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Shivers truly run up and down my spine
though when I think of buying two new VHF
radios and a transponder, not to mention further
restrictions and regulations affecting our airspace. If the CAA wants to make me feel safe
it should a) Let me thermal to cloudbase whilst
seeing and avoiding. Nothing feels as violent,
frustrating or pointless as leaving a thermal half
way up.
b) Buy a UHF radio and monitor our local
channel.
Gordon Bieske

New South Wales
Northern Beaches Club

~

Our February
meeting was well attended, with six new
pilots introducing
themselves,
Five of the new piNORTHERN lots were paragliders
BE A C H E 5 pilots, with three of the
.. AM_ .LI . . .. . c .. u a
fIve being of the female persuasion - is this a typical sample of new
pilots entering the sport? What difference it will
eventually make to the sports demographics if
it is?
There have been reports of some novice
and/or newly qualifIed intermediate pilot flying
our advance rated sites. I would like to remind
pilots that, with the exception of Long Reef,
which is novice rated, all of the sites on the
Northern Beach are rated Advanced, or Intermediate while under supervision of a duty pilot,
or advanced pilot, who has experience at that
particular site.
This is because our sites are very condition
specifIc, are generally tricky to launch from ,
and the landings are on beaches, which are
often crowded,
It will only take one major incident for us
to lose some (or all) of these wonderful flying
venues so please do the right thing.
Seen about: Craig Docherty supporting a
crutch and a limp. Craig broke both legs when
he tumbled his glider at a coastal site near
Newcastle late last year. He has had metal rod
inserts in both legs (in the femur or thigh bone)
and calUlOt fly for 12 months. Craig placed
highly in the recent Indonesian competition,
and was set to blitz the Australian summer
competitions. We all hope that you make a full
and speedy recovery Craig.
We have set our alUlUal prograllUue of
events. It includes several trips away to sites
suitable for low airtime pilots. Copies of the
programme can be obtained by coming along
to our monthly meetings held on the fIrst Tuesday of tile month at tile Dee Why pub, or by
contacting me.
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WARNING TO ALL PILOTS

North-east Victoria Hang
Gliding Club

If you are intending to or think that you may fly Tongarra.. South of Mt Keira past Mt Kembla,
South of Stan well Park past :\it Kembla.. ~orth of Mt Cambew8ITa past Kiama or anywhere
within the 16 kim radius of Albion Park Aerodrome you MUST ring the CAA before you leave
home 11Ild inform them of your night plans . It has been bought to the IlIawarra Hang Gliding
Clubs att~tion again.. that over the past 6 months. some pilots are still not notifying the CAA of
their activities. We were granted approval for this airspace under the following conditions.

"PLEASE ADHERE TO THEM"

YOU MUST NOTIFY SYDNEY FLIGHT SERVICES ON
PHONE: (02) 5566655. Quote approval No. HJ91-02
Inform them with the number of pilots Intending to ny
and your expected time of flight.

Also don't forget that the maximum height level is 4000 ft ASL.
The CAA has put forward new (restrictive)
Airspace proposals, which if implemented, will
vastly reduce the number of sites at which we
can fly. The details are in the Editor 's notes in
last month's issue. Let's get together on this one
and defeat the dead hand ofbureaucmcy. Write
to Lawry Brereton and protest, or get a petition
going in your club opposing the proposals.

Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
.- '._-" ""
).

_
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Our small club is still growing with a membership now of over 30 pilots. The January
meeting being the first since November due to
the Christmas break was well attended with
over 20 pilots showing. After the official business of the meeting , entertaimnent was provided by some previously unseen videos both
new and old.
The club fly the following Sunday 5 February was to Mt Ovens but unfortunately a fresh
gusty north westerly wind kept us on the ground
so we all went on an inspection tour of the
newly renovated ramp at Cullen Bullen. It is a
breathtakingly beautiful area. It is a clifTlaunch,
approximately 1100 feet above the valley floor
with a ramp that projects over the edge like a
sloping diving board and is just as springy. In
its newly renovated fonn it has yet to be flown .
On tlle following Tuesday 7 February the
club held a water landing night at St. Marys
swinuning pool. It was a serious educational
night but it was also great fun . Anybody who
eitller put their feet on tile bottom and stood up
or required air from our diver's second regulator was deemed dead. In this way we killed olf
a fair number of our club members and as we
are only a small club and cannot alford to lose
members in tllis way, we kept going until we
could all do it right.
I think tile main tiling it taught us all about
deep water landings is DON'T. Our thanks
must go to Nick Gardiner for providing the
glider, DaJU1Y Scott for providing tile hamess,
to our diver Mark from tile Penrith Dive Centre
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The Bogong Cup and Women's Pre Worlds
have been and gone, witll varying success. Certainly tile weather during the Pre Worlds could
have been kinder. Congmtulations to Kari Castle for fmishing on top. A few club members
are feeling a bit run down now after running the
Bo' Cup and need a bit of time to rejuvenate.
It's a huge job running a successful competition.
The pick of the summer flying weather
down here seems to have been December /
beginning of January .. . Certainly there are still
plenty of good days around now though. Lots
oflocals and visitors have been doing plenty of
midweek and weekend flying.
Gunter Bislen returned to Oz recently and
completed the Mystic, Mt Buffalo , Mt Porepunkal1 and back to Mystic triangle on his
paraglider. He also flew into the Kiewa Valley
(on a different day!), landed up on Bogong to
have a pee, then took off again. Geoff White
was recently seen 1830 m above Mystic takeoff. A good height gain for there. Congmtulations to Fred Gungl for being I st Australian in

who provided his time and equipment free of
charge and to Wayne Evans for organising the
night.
Also Nick and his wife Jo and family have
now headed off for a round Austmlia tour of
several years in duration in their Landcruiser
wagon towing a heavy duty tmiler with glider
on top. Nick intends to fly every site along the
way and then some. We gave them a send off at
the January meeting. They have promised to
keep us all in touch with their progress.
On Sunday 12 February the Club held a
winch tow day at Penrith Quarry. The weather
was less than ideal and we spent a lot of the day
sheltering from passing rain storms or waiting
with a tail wind. This caused a number of pilots
to give up on the day
and leave but for the die
hards who stuck it out,
the north-easterly
seabreeze came through
TRIKE or MICROLIGHT FLIGHT TRAINING
at 4 pm and tumed on
good towing conditions. As there was very
little lift we had a spot
landing competition
which was won by Tim
Topf.
Our Club had a
CONSIDER THIS •••
good representation at
oz FLI~HTS' 'Trlk. Conv.rslon Cours.' lor HAN~ ~UDER,
the Corryong Cup
PARAGLIDER, UURALIGHT, GLIDER ex GENERAL AVIATION PILOTS
Competition with some
With just 10 hours Inllructlon, convert to YOUR
of our pilots either doTRIKE PILOT CERTIFICATE lor just $750, in 1 WEEK' ••• ·YES· I
C1 Week IntensIVe Course ' or ' Individually designed programme' )
ing their first XC flights
AND Get All This:or personal bests. The
• 10 Hrs . In-Flight Instruction
• PHG Insurance Levy
flying there this year
• 5Hr.i . Theory & All B~ellngs
• PHG Ops Manual, binder & log ook
•
Training
Notes
• HGFA student Pilot Certificate'
was excellent. Our Club
• Exam paper.i : Rules of Air &
• HGFA Pilot Certificate'
sends sincere tilanks to
Basic Aeronautical Knowledge .
("Conditions Apply)
James Nathaniel for orAND
ganising a superb competition.
We still hold our
AND
YOU GET a ll this FREE when y ou buy a N.w Trlk. through OZ FLIGHTS
monthly meeting on the
ALSO AVAILABLE
la st Tuesday of each
• 20 Hr. PILOT CERTIFICATE COURSE & EXTENDED OPS for $1500·
month the SportsmaJl 's
• AERO-TOWING & AERO'TOWING ENDORSEMENTS
Hotel , Kildare Road ,
• TRIKE SALES Airbexne, Pegasus, Mainair
• On Airfield ACCOMMODAnON
Blacktown 7.30 pm 011• AIRCRAFT HIRE for SSO/Hr . Wet
wards. New members
• TRIAL INSTRUCTIONAL FLIGHTS from $25 & TIF GIFT VOUCHERS
are always welcome.
'So, c ome to ADELAIDE and fly 'On 'he EDGE' with
{}avid Afiddleloll,
1 ) Il'.~ idell(

·ADELAIDE's

OZ FUGHTS AVIATION.
mas' accessible Trike School
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State, Club and Region News continued ...
the PG Flatlands.
Some new young hang glider pilots getting
plenty of airtime include Sarah Ruffels, a real
skyhog. Steve has to tell her he's going home
to get her out of the air, and Mark Griffiths, son
of Gilbert. At this stage they have to fight over
who gets the Mars 150J to fly though.
A problem we seem to be having with
international pilots is them turning up here
without short term membership of the HGFA.
This is often after they have been flying in
several other Australian locations already. Remember that it is up to every pilot to make sure
that other pilots are flying legally.
Safe Circles
Dermot

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

~
PARAGLIDING
MELBOURNE

It's always the same. One month you comment on other people's landing techniques,
then, there you are, upside down in the bushes
with a hang glider, a paraglider and a very
annoyed owner all leaning heavily on you. The

moral is: don ' t be a smart onee and try to land
in tricky spots. Further to that point, it seems
the local protectors of green things in the
Winkie Pop area are becoming concerned about
the erosion of foreshore growth. Accordingly,
the local council, the green lobby and the
VHGA have been getting their heads together
to sort out some kind of solution that will keep
all parties happy. This situation points to an
increased likelihood of our flying sites coming
under pressure from various other countryside
users if we don' t take care to behave well. Think
before you fly, and think twice before you land.
On the subject of landings, it seems some
international competitors in recent comps have
been landing rather erratically recently. Still,
they flew OK so it wasn't all bad. Our new
nationals wumer is now fully confumed as Mr
Charly Fellay of the "just give me a call and I'll
do you a good deal" school of flying . Melbourne-based Charly topped off an Aussie 1-23 with Wally Taws (Victoria as well) and Bemie
(almost Victoria. Japan actually) close behind.
Despite the weather being crap, the locals
showed the Euro pilots how to do it. Well done
guys. This follows hot on the heels of Wally's
stunning performance at Hay on his new Genesis where, after clocking up 163 kms, he dec ided to go for a
refuelling stop at an airfield and lost lots of
points in ' the process.
Heaps of pilots made
excellent flights at Hay
despite fairl y stable
conditions. Many made
personal bests, and a
few even learned how to
use their GPSs . Fred
Gungl amazed himself
by flying his Sphinx at
over 400 kph (according to the GPS anyway).
Committee member
Stuart Szabo stunned
himself and his new
Phocus by notching up
58 kms after 4 pm, and
Jay sturmed himself by
winning over $300 at
the local RSL then deciding to blow it all on
the spec ial Chinese
night at the bowling
club ($4). Keep the
change, Jay. Nearer sea
level, plenty of action
has been happening
around both east and
west coasts, with those
sea breezes at last coming into play . Some
have been a bit strong,

Fly In Bright

$

For Hang &. Para Pilots

***
**

Private facilities - Roorm
linen Supplied
Colour lVs In all Rooms
2 miru. walk to town
Heaps of trees &.. gr~

*BBQ.

***
**

Swimming Pool
t...undry
Qoup disc. avallable
Old Style Dining Room. BYO.
Meals Provided
- BreAky from S4
- 3 Course Dinner $15

c'"
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Chrt...... or Bert _ 057551144
EIJIl LODGE :& WOCNI
BRIGHT. 3741
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however, so don ' t get caught out going backwards.
Til next month (oh, you can catch us 7.30
pm, I st Wednesday at the Retreat, Abbotsford),
keep your straps tight and run like crazy!

Jeremy Torr

Western Victorian Hang
Gliding Club
The 1995 Victorian Hang Gliding Championship was held at Mt Cole from 7 to 14 January. We had nineteen pilots compete from all
over the world. There were pilots form Switzerland, Netherlands, Denmark, New South
Wales, South Australia, Queensland and Victoria. It was a bit disappointing to see that there
were only 6 Victorian pilots competing and not
more.
We had task distances ranging from 42 km
to 97 km which took the pilots to places like
Willaura, Landsborough and Cressy. There
were also daily prizes given out to the pilots for
things that they did that stood out. These prizes
were all donated by the local businesses.
Our competition night was run by the Raglan Hall cOllunittee. They supplied us with a 2
course meal and one of the top bands from
Ballarat, "The Average Russell White Band".
The meal was scrumptious and the band was
fantastic, and a good night was had by all.
The winners of the Victorian Championships were:
Open Competition: I Tony Marti, Switzerland; 2 Martin Harri, Switzerland; 3
Mark Schenk, Switzerland
B Grade: I Colin McGree, Queensland; 2
Wes Hill, Victoria
.
C Grade: I Stephen Gelnmell, Queensland; 2
Michael Free, NSW
Rohan Holtkamp won the Victorian Champion being the highest scoring Victorian. The
Mount Cole Challenge Trophy was won by
Adam Toogood who did the triangle course in
record time of 35 minutes which beats Gerry
Gems' record of 55 minutes in 1992. Well done
Adam, and to all winners.
On 28 January we had our first club fly-in
for 1995. The weather was pleasing with one of
th pilots flying about 80 km to Rokewood.
We would also like to remind members that
our AGM is comulg up. 111at will be held at ilie
Raglan Rec Reserve at 8 pm on 25 March. We
are having a BBQ which will cost $5. It would
be pleasing to see as many members as possible
attending .
There is also a rame going at the moment
to raise money for the club. Airborne have very
kindly donated an Airbome jacket for us to
rame. If anyone would like any tickets, see Phil
Campbell. The rame will bedrawl1 at the AGM.
The club would also like to thank Airbome for
their donation; it's very nice of them.
Phil Campbell is trying to arrange a l1yin at
Easter at Mt Buffalo, and if anyone is interested
to contact him on 053 428569 .
Stephen Peters, a well known and loved
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Victorian pilot died tragically this month. We
would like to send our deepest sympathy to his
family. He will be sadly missed.
Meetings are held monthly at the Golden
Age Hotel starting 8 pm after the flyin that
afternoon. Everyone is welcome to join in the
flyin. For any enquiries or questions, please
contact Nicole Shalders, secretary, on 053
492174.
Nicky
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CLUB
There has been a hiatus in reports to
Skysailor from our club this summer but not
because there's been nothing happening. Quite
the opposite. Everyone's been too busy flying
to put pen to paper since the thermals starting
pumping at Wongan Hills. To rectify this situation, the volunteer system has been abandoned
in favour of conscription. Every month at the
club meeting the "Eagle Award" (an attractive
neoprene stubby holder- really classy! )isgiven
by popular vote for the best flight of the month.
Not in terms of any objective criteria but taking
into account the skill level and previous best
effort of the person concerned, the conditions
on the day etc. As co-witmer last month for a
40 km triangular flight on a day when only one
other pilot got away from the paddock, I drew
the short straw.
TIus summer has seen some memorable
flights from various individuals; a 80 km effort
with 10,000 ft maximum altitude by Mark
Stoko and Karl Ruckreigal and a 60 km scratch
in low inversion by Sarah Chadwick come to
mind, as well as a host of personal bests from
up and coming novice and intermediate pilots.
Perhaps the main feature of the summer though
has been the success which the club has had
introducing and consolidating initiati ves to promote safe and convetuent flyitlg for all club
members and to make the transition from student to novice and intermediate pilot as pleasant
and incident free as possible for new members.
At the physical level the protocols for maintaining the tow cars and equipment seem to be
working well with minimal interruption to flying being caused by mechanical failure or
equipment being mislaid. This surruner has also
been our first at the Wongan Hills paddock, the
use of which was negotiated last year by Club
President Jonathan Back and which has proved
to be an ideal tow launching venue. It is about
a two hour drive from Perth, approximately 2
km x 3 km in size and surrounded by fairly Oat
wheatbelt cOlmtry with a sprinkling of small
towns which make suitable goals. (We soon
figured out where the pubs are!) The infonnal
grid of country roads make it relatively easy to
navigate and so far, touch wood, no one has
gone missing for long .
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During the first part of the season, Mark
Thompson, your previous correspondent, suggested and organised an informal competition
over several weekends, in which each pilot's
five best flights were recorded and awarded
points with a handicap system for novices and
intermediate fliers. Apart from being a low
pressure introduction to contest flying, this
competition also involved the senior pilot present setting a goal each day which so simplified
the pilot retrieval process that the practice has
been retained as "standing orders".
The novice weekends, held once a month,
have continued to be a great success and very
well attended. On these weekends two experienced club members selflessly give up the
chance to get away in order to assist novice
fliers to do so. The experience and skills which
are built up on these occasions are really invaluable and I'm sure they will continue to contribute greatly to the swelling of our ranks with
competent and safe aviators.
As well as the Eagle Award already mentioned, each monthly club meeting also sees the
giving of the "durmy Seat" award, an actual
privy seat which is hung about the winner's
neck with great ceremony (as in "great frame,
pity about the picture... "). The Durmy Seat is
awarded for acts of particularly terrifying stupidity with a high potential for mayhem and/or
incidents involving profound humiliation to the
participant(s). Needless to say the desire to
avoid receiving this award provides an additional and powerful incentive for safe and intelligent glider use.
As well as the two aforementioned awards,
there has also recently been donated by departing club member Tony Schnieders the monthly
"Inspector Gadget" award, a small figure depicting that worthy police officer of animated
fame. This award is given for the coolest (or
most ridiculous) purchase of hang gliding
equipment, accessory or paraphernalia during
the previous month. This award has absolutely
no redeeming social or aesthetic value but is
nevertheless much coveted.
Lest I give the impression that Oat land
flying is all we do over this side, I should
mention that we have also just concluded a fine
season of coastal ridge soaring at sites around
Albany, 450 km south of Perth. Particularly
memorable for me were the days between
Christmas and New Year when Shellies Beach
was on and very well attended, with up to forty
pilots present and twenty aloft at any given time
- maybe nothing special for those used to flying
at sites like Stanwell Park but for us Sandgropers it was a veritable air pageant!
By the time this is published we will have
just held the State Championships at Wongan
Hills which I am sure are going to be the best
yet. The next big club outing after that will be
to Geraldton at Easter for the commencement
of the winter ridge soaring season there. In the
meantitne, safe and happy flyitlg.
Sam •
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PROPS!
All at factory direct pricing.

IVO PROPS
• fhe IIghtelit.
t;ougheet;. moet efftclent. "uleteet; and
t;hll emoot;h.et; nmnln9 propellllr available"
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Ivo Prop Corp
Comp06ite
ae6ign.
variable pitch blaaes
easily ground adJustallie. (no protractor
needea)
lIeautifu I
h~h gloss finish with
polished metal leadIng eage protection.
Gloss IIl.9ck stan.lara. Size 36"- 72".

:3 BLADE ...

I
I

25LA.DE ...

$595
$455

'95 model
'95 model

I AEROFI6RE - 6ROLGA
I What a great prop. stronger than the Ivo
prop. over 400 sola I Cart10n fi"re design.
I variable
pitch. tested to GAO 101.55 6tanI aaras. A5k ~"out the wk:le chora ver&ion for
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Rotax 3:1 geari1oxes. Made in Australia.

60"

3 BLADE
4 BLADE

68"

$690 $790
$780 $890

WARP DRIVE
fhe hea'O' auty prop for hea'O' auty conditions. strong machined hull ana leading edge
protection availallie. 2. :3 & 4 bl.9de6. Ideal
for high horsepower applications.

Call for i'Jest price!
It's importaMt ... Buy the propeller
that will Pest sult::lQll! needs.

1995. UFM CATALOGUE
OUT NOW - ASK FOR
YOUR.EEU COpy!!
Orders by phone OK.
Bankcard. Mastercard. Visa
or C.O.D. also OK.
Sale!; 5ullject to normal
UFM sales agreement.
Price,; quoted tax .:xempt.

ULTRALIGHT
FLYING MACHINES
SUNBURY AIRFiElD.
SUNBURY. VIC. 3429.

(03) 431 - 21:31 & 744 - 1:305
2" HR FAX (03) ..31-1009
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LOST

New South Wales

TakenlBorrowed? Mars 150J hang glider from under Steve Ruffels' house. Mauve LE flu oro yellow MS
mauve US please return or ring 057 551724 AH or 108
570168 BH if you know ~s location.

Meteor Gold 26 sq.m, pilot weight 58 to 72 kg, immaculate mylar w~h harness & spare new set of lines
$2500. Acpul certified. Can include a pulled apex reserve.
Phone Ian Ladyman 049 498946

STOLENI
Paraglider at Crescent Head at New Year brand new
red Czech made 27 sq m 'Boomerang' light purple bag
Reward Any info greatly appreciated ph Ben 057
775844,015529664

Pro Design "Contest" 29sq.m, total weight 90 to 110
kg's, excellent new condition, $46000no SHV certified .
Can include Apco harness and a pulled apex reserve.
Phone Ian Ladyman 049 498946

FOUND!

Victoria

Black harness bag at Stanwell Park 2/12 full of clothes
ph Wayne 047 291805

Classic 27 for a nov-int pilot of 70-100 kg v stable &
forgiving canopy all 'A's SHV 27 sq m w~h harness as
new in ex cond still crisp 15 hrs total airtime II green
$1100 ono ring Tom 03 3163174 BH, 4598223 AH

WANTED
To buy: Foil Combat 2 152 needs to be in gd cond
contact Keith Lush 09 3679066 BH
VK preferably IV or similar model; good cond if possible
ph Ross 065 540523
Trike to $8000 like to trade Moyes XT 145 hang glider
w~h extras in top cond as part payment or pay cash for
trike ~hout motor to $4000 ph Bruce 07 2000 882
anytime

PARAGLIDERS
Please note: In future aU paragliders
offered for sale must state their certificatioll
stmldard, otherwise they wiU be klbell.ed with
'NO CERTIFICATION INFORMATION
SUPPLIED (NCIS) .

Queensland

Edel Aerotic 24 for a nov-int pilot of 65-90 kgs very
stable 24 sq m no harness in gd cond $600 ono ring
Tom 033163174 BH, 4598223 AH (NCIS)
Paratech P40 23 sq m including Paratech harness
w~h reserve pouch 18 hrs $2700 ono also
16 gore pull down apex reserve $200 ph David 03
8509971 AH , 6913637 BH
Edel Apollo 24 55-80 kgs white with coloured stripes ,
ex cond $2200 ph Phil 03 4295526 (12'A 's)
Parasail (for towing behind boats) used once for advert . Extremely clean & tidy whHe ph 03 4295526
Pro Design Challenger (Classic) 29 sqm pilot weight
85-110 kg 55 hrs airtime ex cond $2400 ono ph David
Mills015683000, 032822495 BH, 3868763AH (NCIS)

Western Australia

Edel Space 27 sq m $2,000 w~h harness ph 07
3661227,018805522 (NCIS)
Comet CXII23 28 sqm DHV2 Ont) almost new $1900
ph 070 322799

v low air time. Purple & yellow canopy . 60-80 kg naked
pilot weight. 2 riser system. Flight Design supine harness. Brand new Apco Mayday 18 reserve & helmet.
$2500 Both gliders with backpacks. Ph Perth 09
2741425 or fax 09 2713885. These gliders are wasting
away inWA.
Airwave Black Magic blue & yellow 4 yo gd cond low
hrs great 1st glider with harness & helmet weight range
55-85 kg $2000 ph 099 631073 (NCIS)

HANG GLIDERS
Please note: AU powered hmlg gliders
(trikes) offeredfor sale /lUlSt state their registration number, otherwise they canl/ot be accepted for publication.

New South Wales
Tandem Glider Vision 2 maintenance logs blue LE
yellow US $2100 ph Peter015 257699
Aero 145 Race (int) brand new unclaimed order test
flown only all options incl speed bar faired king post
trilam LE colours turquoise LE red & ngreen US save
heaps on retail price urgent sale $2700 ph 042943701
or 015247394
Blitz 146 (exp int) comp glider well maintained kevlar
LE & TE new flying wires profile $1900 ph Paul 043
341919
Foil 139 Combat (int) dk blue & f1uoro pink US white
TS vgc $2500 also
UHF radio & headset $400 also
UHF radio & High gain antenna $300 also
Sjostrom vario/alt $400 also
Moyes pod harness & chute su~ 5'8" blue $300 also
Oz Skin suit 5'8" blue & f1uoro pink $100 also
Hall ASI $20 also
Safety wheels $30 also
Hand fairings $20 or the lot for only $3500 contact
Masa on 02 9313468 BH, 02 5672944 AH
XT 165 Ont} 15 hrs ex cond f1uoro orange & green US
wMe scrim LE hang loops & spare upright batten profile
& manuals $2700 also
Ace pod harness gd cond su~ 6'1" $300 ph 018
588221
Moyes XT 166 (int) ex cond + Air Support harness
suit 6' + Icom 40G hand held UHF the lot $3200 ph 018
469716 or 029722310
Vision 170 (nov) pink LE white MS grey US 10 hrs
airtime ex cond incl pod harness suit 175 cm &
helmet$14oo ph AH 02 8872163, WRick 024181522
Xtralite 137 (exp int) green & grey $3200 ono gd cond
ph 042 942212
Edge 582 T2-2544 gc red pod red wMe & blue wing
full instruments $12 ,700 ono ph 018 665654
Foil 160B (int) gd cond dk blue surfcote LE gold US
new uprights & spare tubes. Stored inside last 6 yrs
$800 ono also
Ball 651 vario gd cond $500 ph Mark 02 5595803 AH
Magic IV 166 half race Ont) beautiful glider still in
excellent condition a joy to fly & a breeze to land $1000
also
Blackhawk Bodybag rear entry harness white &
green su~ pilot around 6' incl parachute & helmet $400
selling up to finance sailplane lessons ph Sieve 02
8050980

\
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Moyes GTR 162 (int) $850 and Mars 170 new wires
& harness $700 both in gd cond ph 015 954933
Aero 170 (nov) II blue & f1uoro yellow v gd cond $1850
also
Xact harness suit pilot 5'8"-5'11 " ex cond $500 also
Emergency parachute $290 also
Sjostrom vario altimeter as brand new $480 ph Ali
027431505

SKYSAILOR

Blitz 137 (exp int) gd cond kevlar LE & TE approx 80
hrs one of the last made sale due to buying new glider
$2200 or best offer also
Moyes pod harness suit 5'8"-0' blue in gd cond $300
ono ph 049 430158 ask for Peter

wheels $1400 ono also
Moyes Pod harness large blue $275 ono also
Emergency chute $300 ono also
M20 Ball varia $120 ono ph Dean 060414243 AH
(Albury)

Aero 170 Race (int) pink power rib LE & TE purple &
grey US in gc speed bar ex glider for novice $1200 ono
ph Dave 02 9595671

Moyes Mission 170 (nov) low hrs gc inc manual &
b~s $1850 ph TIm 02 2622555 BH, 5886865 AH

Blitz 146 (exp int) kevlar mylar LE grey TE red US low
hrs ex cond $2000 Cowra 063 421097
Moyes Mission 155 (int) suit pilot weight 55-70 kg gd
solid glider flys well also
Brauniger Basis alUvario as new $400 ph Ted 065
585503AH
Aero 170 (nov) It blue LE grey yellow US low hrs gd
cond excellent for beginner pilots also Moyes pod
harness black suit up to 6'4" must sell $1700 ono ph
Danny W 049 673666
Podlite harness to su~ 5'8" pilot almost brand new
$400 ph 02 4113629 AH, 02 4136973 BH
Pegasus XL trike 462 water cooled high powered tug
HGFA reg. T2-2592 full spec instruments blue & white
wheel spats, always hangared ex cond 112 hrs TT
never been in accident incl Aerial Pursuits helmet &
intercom, king post mounted aerial $16,500 ph Ted 063
451809
Swift (early model) gd cond $300 neg ph Ross 065
540523
SPECIAL OF THE MONTH Edge trike Reg T2-2605
filled with 'quiet' kit 15 mths old fully maintained always
hangared 75 hrs covers & communication box incl full
instruments new modified mast fitted v gd cond ph 049
661389 or 018 490622 $17,000 ono must sell due to
heahh reasons
Turbochute 18hp JPX backpack (1 hr) + Merlin 26
chute (2 hrs) both as new $1 000 under new price $8700
ph 066 425966 AH
Mission 170 (nov) gc low hrs w~h batten profile & small

Xtralite 147 (exp int) 20 hrs top condition $4500 also
Moyes Tracer Harness su~ 6'4" approx with chute
$750 also
Helmet Ige headset incorporated $300 also
Varia Flytec 3005 w~h bracket $550 also
Rope winder electric w~h 660 m rope $250 also
Bridle & release Moyes system $100 also
Tow gauge electronic & reliable $140
The lot plus spare upright & customised rack & map
holder $6000 ph Mike 069 212602 W, 251827 H
Blitz 137 (exp int) su~ impecunious lightweight. All grey
w~h orange stripe . Well cared for. Overseas trip forces
sacrifICe at $1250 Stuart 042 943256
Gyro 1.5 160 blue & yellow ex cond w~h cocoon
hamess plus batten profile $1200 ono also
Ball varia Model 620H with Thommen altimeter
$225 ph 044 417052 (anytime)
Sting XC 154 (int) purple TS wMe US looks & flies like
new only flown 40 hrs built by AirBorne employee for
himself! $2600 ono ph Dave 049 499199
XS 155 (exp int) this glider has only 4 hrs airtime & is
in as new cond. It has a v tight sail & has been treated
w~h UV protectant so has no fading . Hot pink LE, flu oro
greenlyellow & PacifIC blue US hot pink Te scrim LE &
TE with uhraweave MS king post hang spare upright
owners manual fins & small base bar wheels I will
consider a trade on an XS 169 price is $2000 firm ph
Steve 065 842931 (port Macquarie)

South Australia
Xtralite 137 (exp int) blue LE pink US purple front
section TS white power rib MS new side wires treated
w~h care flies beautifully 1 yr old $3000 ph Birg~ 08

2728686 H, 2230230 ex 6059 W
Trike AirBorne Edge 582 Rotax T2-2725 has ALT,
ASI, CHT, hour meter, Tacho, compass TT92 hrs. Well
maintained & in ex cond comes ~h new Lynx intercoms 2 hrs use worth over $1000 contact Arthur 08
2421275

Queensland
Moyes Mission (nov) gd cond nice colours yelIowlwhite US red LE flies well + Pod gc su~ 5'8" &
helmet $1700 ph 074 428433
Flytec variolalt 3005 as new $525 also pod harness suit 6'-6'2" as new $240 ph Greg 07 2021043
XS 11142 (exp int) 2 yo purple & turquoise US wh~e LE
performs v well any offers considered ph 075 963701
Double Vision 215 1 yo blue LE fluoro yellow US ex
cond $3500 ph Ken 075 435631
Foil 160B Kevlar Racer (int) red LE red & grey US
this glider is in ex cond & v nice to fly must sell $1700
ono incl pod harness suit 6'1" ph 077 851783
Book 'Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots' by Peter
Cheney vgc also
Prone harness Racer vgc su~ 180-190 cm also
Aero 170 (int) gc w~h speed bar & wheels also
Helmet white Ige vgc ph 07 2550463
Mission 170 (nov) w~h batten profile & manual brand
new base bar wheels gd cond $1000 ph 07 2027915
Xtralite 137 (exp int) $3800 ph 075 326937, 018
765491
Pegasus Q trike '89 model T2-2583 300 hrs 462 water
cooled full instrumentation & compass fully serviced log
book available $11000 ana also helmets & headsets
also avail. ph Cowra 018 570686
XS 155 (exp int) flies well king post hang & tip levers
$800 also
CG 1000 harness (top entry) suit 180 cm $150 also
Cocoonlbackpack harness su~ 180 cm $85 also

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••
••
••
• We need room for new stock so we're clearing our
•• slightly used, demo, competition and rental gliders at
•

••
••
••
•
••

•
:
•

•
very generous prices.
•
Following a busy summer we have Gyro, Aero, Foil B, :
Combat, and Desires. Priced from $1000 to $3750.
•

•

Call and check out the bargains.

••
••
•

1/189 Parkes Street, Helensburgh, NSW 2508. Phone 042 942 052

•

••
••
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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GT 190 (lnt) beautiful cond for older glider $400 ono ph
Andrew 078922753 AH, or 018 879021 all hrs

ea all above glider enquiries 057 551724 AH, 018
570168 BH

The lot for $1600 ph Peter 03 2521533 BH or 054
282784 AH

AirBorne Buzz 154 (nov) 1 yr old $1900 also
Litek vario & altimeter $140 ph 070 322799

Trike Skylink Hornet side by side 2 seater Reg . No.
T2-2598, 532 Rotax 64 hp 120 hrs TT full instruments
ZA wing well maintained & hangared at Benalla price
$15,000 ono ph Martin 038427098

Trike - Venturer 95.32 T2-2757 2 seat legal. The
latest new trike from the UK. $13,620 new015 303484

Pegasus XL trike 462 high power tug HGFA Reg .
T2-2720 full instruments spats, beautiful colours on sail
wMe pod with cover 10 hrs only as new always garaged
will deliver anywhere $17900 ono ph 074 490982
Moyes XT 145 (lnt) purple LE nuoro orange green &
yellow USfTS (brightest 'glider in the sky) spare upright
tow release batten profile manual water proof travelling
bag hamess to suit 5'6"-5'9" (165-175) pilot. The lot
$2500 ph Bruce 07 2000 882 anytime
Airborne Edge T2-2611 310 TT grey LE red & black
US maroon pod always hangared top cond $15000 also
Pegasus XL 462 LN T2-2548 250 TT 50 hrs on rebuilt
motor red & black sail red pod trainer bars $13000 also
Soft sides for Buzzard trikes heavy duty material 2
large pockets easy & quick to frt $210 + p.p. ph Bob
Silver 018708551,074491141

Moyes Pod harness 5'8"-6' vgc $295 ph David 015
830895 AH , 03 5837886 BH
XS Easy 155 (int) blue/yellowlwhite airfoil king post &
speed bar gc $1500 ono ph Dave 03 7836084
Podlite hang gliding harness front entry side
mounted chute container suit pilot 5'6"-5'9" fair cond
$145 ono ph 03 8366019 or 018996087
Trike Pegasus Quantum 503 registered T2-2750 &
based at Benalla electric start full instruments 11.6 hrs
$24000 ph 03 7421794
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) great 1st glider, hot nuoro
pink with pod harness 60 hrs $1500 ph Phil 03 4295526
UHF radios lcom & Electrophone from $150 also
batteries repacked from $60 ph/fax Peter Mack 057
951232

Victoria
Moyes XT Pro 165 (lnt) white scrim LE green & mauve
US gc $2650 ph 03 4895946 AH, 03 6269338 BH
Moyes XT 165 tint) blue scrim Le white MS nuoro
yellow/orange US speed bar ex cond with genuine 35
hrs airtime $2500 ph David 057 562216
Xtralite 137 (exp int) blue LE lilac white US gd cond
$3300 ono 057 572910
Sting 118 (lnt) pink mylar LE white MS dk & tt blue US
suit new buyer ideal for lady or small pilot $2500 ono
will freight anywhere in Aust also
XT 145 demo tint) new cond nuoro yellow LE white
MS nuoro yellow & mauve US $2500 also
Mission 170 (nov) red LE wMe MS yellow US $1500
ono also
Aero 150 (int) mint LE white MS nuoro yellow & nuoro
pink US ex cond $1800 ono also
Xtralite 147 demo (exp int) 6 mths old nuoro pink Le
white MS dk blue & mid blue US $3000 ono also
Mars 170 (nov) & Gyro 160 (nov) giving away for $500

Mission 170 (nov) gc speed bar & wheels $1200 ono
Tim 057791100, 015689774
Pegasus Q462 trike T2-2743 190TT new wing &
great colours comes with instruments & 10 hrs training
$16500 ph 018 574058 or 057 626227
Aero 170 (nov) white LE & yellow US new keel a gd
cheap 1st glider $995 ph 018 574068 or 057 626227
UHF radio Uniden hand held new batteries charger
& spare antenna $280 ph 018 574058 or 057626227
XS Easy 155 tint) blue LE white TE orange US faired
king post & down tubes clw poly wheels speed bar
batten profile & manual gc $1100 also
Moyes pod harness black suit 5'6"-5'10" set up for
towing $280 also
Wind speed indicator (new) plus attachments $45
also
Parachute 27 sq ft never deployed ex cond $350 also
Spare harness cocoon type ideal for training $30 or

Pegasus XL 447 Currently registered & based at
Benalla. Full spec excellent condition . $14,500 ono 03
5875975
Pegasus Quantum 462 Currently registered & based
at Benalla. Full instrumentation 25 hrs $22,500 03
5875975
Flying suit for trikes freezer suit type large suit 5'10"
price includes the Aero Club patch I sewed on Worn
only once & I was wearing a deodorant at the time . $99
gets this posted Australia wide ph John Reynoldson 03
5970527 AH

ACT
Blitz 155 (exp int) ex cond 10 hrs nying time purple LE
nuoro orange M & US 2 spare uprights & speed bar for
quick sale $2000 06 2944546 AH, 2804322 BH
Mars 170 (nov) fties great $400 ph Mark 06 2940537
Moyes XT 165 (lnt) scrim LE speed bar wheels ex
cond suit new buyer (3 hrs) $2300 ono also
Moyes Tracer harness inel hook knife ex cond suit
new buyer $650 06 2302717 AH

Western Australia
Xtralite 137 (exp int) new only nown 25 hrs incredible
performance nuoro colours looks great $3900 also
Sjostrom varia new never used $450 ph 094579140,
018920589
Aero 170 (nov) speed bar spare uprights new side
wires black LE red grey white US ex cond $1400 Keith
Lush 09 3679066 BH
XS Easy 155 tint) white LE & TS grey & red US power
rib TE has all options & a new UV/water proof bag also
Moyes pod harness with High Energy reserve
chute all gear is in ex cond & for $1900 the lot or will
separate This one is worth looking into ph Brendan 090
765028 Esperance •
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NOT JUST A HANG GLIDER PILOrS PARADISE

BUT
A COMPLETE FAMILY HOLIDAY DESTINATION.
•:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.

Budget accommodation from $20/person twin shore (special packages and
weekly rates available)
Fully self-contained one and two bedroom family cabins (with fireplaces)
Licensed restaurant and full bar facilities
Pool and games room
Bush walks through Queenslands best rainforest
Horse riding, Mountain bikes
See the rare Platypus in the wild
Panoramic views 2,400 feet above sea level

PLUS
ONE OF THE BEST HANG GLIDING/PARAGLIDING VENUES IN AUSTRALIA.
(lAUNCH RAMP IN RESORT CROUNDS)

eO/ffnd: I1CW OU'lfcr-.;1;lnl1ngers /(.o/J ~ //nl1 Snliba

PHONE 079 584509
38

FAX 079 584503
SKYSAILOR

Hi-Vision full face helmet

Icom radios and accessories
(phone for competitive prices)

Hang Glider and Pamglider
rescue systems

Hi-VisIon helmet fun face ................................... ••••.h......'h.
Katabfner steet locking .................................
~~.!IhOrt sleeve ......................u ..................»o ..~ ....~oo

~. ~ Sleeve ....................m

...................................... , .........

$34.00

Edge Promo video .....
c.,tu.... Jt '" • .".' •• ~#.... " ,.i:.
~
1i'ainIng wheels quick fIf ...........................1'12.1............................... $70:73
~ jaclk$fs .......................................................................... $151·00
WIngtech tow bridle ....................................................................... $7$00
Mayday 16 panaglider rescue system (inc.externaI pack) ........... $629.34
MD 16 hang glider rescue system .............................................. $545.07
"!! .......

Ell
"SlIva UN70 ~HG or PG mount ...................__.....-.. $238'.36
~ DIgital autdtompensating compass fiG orPG ......... S2;t2.58
BIaUniger BasIs SP do vario (now Inc. aaI option) .................... $586.84
~MomP~· ....··..··..·....··..·"'··· .... _...... $992.74
:fIptt: ~Instruments incIucIe HG or PO clamps and carry bag
BraonIger fllgl'lt1'8COlder software ..............................." .....,.......... $99.20
Brauniger speed sensor .............................................................. $215.76
Sjostrom AltimeterNarlo ............................................................. $584.94Camera mount .............................................................................. $51.32
Neoprone cold weather Flying Gloves .......................................... $46.40
Overnight courier servfce $10.00

